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PREFACE 

During the past year -„the-Department invited intereSted' 
parties to submit briefs to aid in the develoPment of inter-
connection policies designed to . stimulate Innovation and 	' 
choiCe in the field. of terminal apparàtua te be  use d  in  
conjunctibn with switching networks of - carrier : organizations. 

The briefs received have been useful in developing a 
range of options and in identifying the advantages and dis-
advantages of each. They will also prove helpful in dis-
cussions between the Department and the interested parties, 
thus leading to the best solution, at the next phase of the 
inquiry. Views and comments are therefore essential to 
continued deliberations, and are respectfully solicited. 

ItahoUld . be strongly emphasized that the::centent of 
the paper Is not intended tà :be construed as meaning that • 
the DepartMent favours, or has:decided upbri, any,specifiC 
•option .-: A coMpletelY:neuttal pbaitien,is- easentià1::until: 
all:dialogue generated  has beenanalyzed and'a.p -praieed. 

The paper-is divided'into a series of . topics 'and haa-
been conetruCtedialong - the-following lines. SectionS.i »and. 
II'cover the .background leading. up . to  the present.énquiry, 
and describe,'in'soMe detail:the  varions'aspecès whiCh'conSti-
tute the existing situation.. Section 111  'cover's the'prograM • 
of objectiVes,:Constraints -, and definitibna... Sections IV 
-and V,define theoptiéna and include seffie discuasIonson : the 
pros and .Cons of each.- . Section'IVOutlinea:.sbmeactiVitiés 	. 
Which wi ll be -inVestigatedin the'nektPhase'cif.':thePrbgraM 

. 	. 
It is intended that this p'àp. e.r will be follewed,Iy 

.sup .pleMents as -diCtated by .continiiing consuitati'ens .  and ---.,- 
• analyses. 

An expression of appreciation is hereby extended to 
the following organizations for the valuable contributions 
which their briefs have made in the formulation of this 
working paper. 



Carrier DxganizatIons  

. CN Telecommunibations 

CP TélecoMMUnications 

B. C. .Telephone 

Bell Canada . 	, 

Others  

Canadian Industrial Communications Assembly 

Canadian Motorola Electronics Co., 

Electronic Industries Association of Canada 

Interconnect Telecommunications Association of Canada 

International Business Machines 

Radio Common Carriers Association 

Quest Communications 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

Telephone companies in Canada have traditionally 
operated as monopolies, been granted protection in their 
operations, and, at the same time, have been subjected 
to governmental regulation. The industry has had to compete 
for its capital needs but has not been seriously challenged 
by direct competition in the provision of telephone service 
to subscribers Since the early days of the industry. The 
only effective competition, at this time, is in the market 
for private services, such as leased teleprinter, radio and 
television broadcasting, data transmission, etc., where 
CN/CP Telecommunications provide similar,  services. 

From the earliest days of_telephony, the carriers. ; by 
a series of amalgamations, take-overs, etc. have i•educed .:the 
large nùmber of telephone companies In Canada to 15 major 
carriers-serving 1.0-million. telephones; in the U.S .. 1..AT'.&Ti. 
serves 8 5millIon 'teleplioneSi 'and a number of 1.ndependentS t  
serves 35 million telephones. 	 • 	. 

• 	The industry, likelmost monopolies, has achieved.; 
-high degree of standardi2ation and haS exercised:a great 
deal›,of. restraint .in  the' introduction of new products and 
devices. Although a low cost and generally, satisfaciory.' 
service has reSulted, innovation in the terminal aPparatus 
sector has been geared to, alprograMwhich would avciid - prer: 
mature  obsolescence, of  existing equiPment. • 

These policièshave s•voided -  disturbing. the long term 
amortization structure which •has enabled U.S. and Canada 
to . maintain low dOst service. 

Some users have expressed the desire for a more liberal 
interconnection policy which would permit them greater flexi-
bility, choice and economy. Systems are available elsewhere 
which users consider superior, in some respects, to the ones 
they have today. A policy which would permit a customer to 
purchase equipment would give some users a tax advantage. 
This is partly because such companies would be allowed to 
write their equipment off . faster than the telephone companies. 
Others are aware of situations where it could be more economi-
cal for them to purchase or lease from sources other than 
the telephone companies. Hotels, for example, claim they 
are helping to subsidize other forms of telecommunication 
service. 

wit 
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The U.S. has had about three years' experience with 
a liberalized interconnection. policy. .It will be useful.-to 
examine their experience. . 

BACKGROUND - U.S. EXPERIENCE  

With the advent of computers, the demand for data com-
munications developed rapidly and, concurrently, an era of 
demand for more sophisticated terminal equipment for voice 
use began to emerge. Up to 1960 very few privately owned 
terminal facilities were in use. The Common Carriers of North 
America, protected by restrictive tariffs and legislative 
acts, prohibited the interconnection of voice related equip-
ment to the public switched networks. On the grounds of en-
suring high quality service, the carriers argued the case 
for end-to-end control of all facilities. 

The first real challenge to this carrier viewpoint 
occurred in the U.S. in 1956 with the Hush-A-phone Case 
involving a device which fitted over the conventional trans-
mitter to exclude background noise. U.S. courts ruled that 
existing tariffs were illegal and provided an "unwarranted 
interference with the telephone subscriber's right to use 
his telephone in ways which are privately beneficial and 
without being publicly detrimental". AT&T was ordered to amend 
its tariffs to permit the attachment of this device. 

The second milestone of change centres arOund, the - Car-
terfone case in.the'U.S. and specifically« on the'  ruling of. 
the Federal  Communications CommissiOn (FCC) in SOVeMber : 1967. 
The case entailed a private  antitrust action involving an. 
acoustic device fOr the interconnection of a base.stâtion 
of a - mobile radio -service with the public awitched *networks. 

The case came before the U.S. District Court -  in Dallas 
which held that, lecause of its "special competenCe and exper-
tise" in.the field of telecômmunications,- the FCC is vested 
with the right to determine "the justness, reasonableness, 
validity, application and effect of tariff and practices here 
involved". On October 20, 1966 the Commission ordered:a pub-
lic hearing to be . held to resolve the question. 
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The public hearing was expanded in November 1967 when 
the full FCC decided to take jurisdiction over the case, say-
ing that it involved "important and novel questions 	which 
merit commission consideration". The public hearing resulted 
in a ruling by the FCC on June 26, 1968, which stated: "We 
agree with and adopt the examiner's findings that the Carter - 
fone fills a need and that it does not adversely affect the 
telephone system 	We hold, as did the examiner, that appli- 
cation of the tariff to bar the Carterfone in the future 
would be unreasonable and unduly discriminatory". What was 
of much greater impact was the continuation of FCC's ruling  
which stated: "however....we also conclude that the tariff 
has been unreasonable, discriminatory and unlawful in the 
past and that the provision prohibiting the use of customer-
provided interconnecting devices should, accordingly, be  
stricken". 

The Carterfone decision compelled the federally regu-
lated U.S. telephone carriers to undertake a fundamental 
re-examination of their interconnection policies. The FCC 
required AT&T to put into effect, as of January 1, 1969, 
modified tariffs which permitted customer provision of various 
terminal devices, subject only to three important reservations. 
First, such attached devices must limit the maximum total 
power output and energy distributed through the audio spec-
trum. Second, data and voice equipment may be attached by 
direct electrical connection only by interfacing with approp-
priate protective devices which are rented from the telephone 
company. Acoustic or inductive coupling of non-carrier owned 
equipment is permitted without the protective device only if 
signal output is limited. Third, AT&T furnishes the address 
signalling device (i .e. dial) under all circumstances. 

• The FCC stated they were permitting thiS : arrangeMent 
"'with the * understanding that:in :doing . so wé are-nogiVing 
any ,  specific apprOval to the revised tariffe'.'. 

•The FCC then instructed its ComMon C'arrier Bureau "to 
initiate promptly a'series of infôrmal engineering .  and 

. technical conferences with the telephone industry . and int-: 
erested manufacturers', user groups and government agencies 
,to ascertain what . further  changes are necessarY,:desirable 

' and technically.feasible in the varioùs . tariff Offerings Of: 
telephone coMpanies. 	• . 

4 
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To gain more information on technical factors 
affeçting interconnection, the.:P"CC turned:to the : National 
Academy of ScienCes:and requéàted N.A.S. to  comment  

(1) the propriety of the network ccentrol 
àignalling requirements of the tele- - 
phoneCOMpaniesand.variOuààlterna-
tives tothe. 'provision  thereof, 

(2) the necessity and characteristic of 
telephone-company provided connecting 
arrangements and various alternatives 
to the provision thereof by the tele-
phone company, 

. (3)  basic  .standards  and  specifications 
for . .interconnection.and the-appropriate 
method  to  administer and enforce.them. 

The N.A.S. report waé•issued in JUne',19 -Mmith the 
folloWing principal conclusions:: 	 • 

(a) uncontrolled interconnection:can cause 
harM.to:personnel, network performance.. 
and property; 

(b) the signal criteria  in (the message 
 toll'and' private line'tariffà) 

relating to signal amplitude, Wave 
form.  and  spectrum. are . teChnically 
based and  valid  and, if . exçluded, .• 
can . Cause harm by.interfacing with 
service  to other userà; 	 • 

present tariff criteria, together 
with  carrier -provided connecting 
arrangetents, are an  acceptable  
basis  of  assuring protection; 

The potential harms which can result from 
failure to protect the network were listed: 

(l) voltages dangerous to . 
human life; 

(c)  

• • • 5 
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(2) signal of excessive amplitude 
or improper, Spectruin; . 

(3) improper line balance; 

(4) improper control signals. 

(d) present tarif f criteria, :together with a 
Properly authbriZed and enforced Prograin 
of standards development , equipMent -cer- . 

 tification, and controlled installation 
and.-maintenance, .are 'ah acceptable :basis 
of • nchieVing :direct User interconneétion; 

(e) innovation by carriers need not be sig7 
nificantly impeded by a certification 
program; oppôrtunities for innovation 
by users wotild :be inèreasèd; 

(f ) mechaniàms are needed th probuite the 
exchange of informatiorLaMong - carriers , 
users , and suppliers. 	 • 

•The 'protecting devices were considered aà having a 
limited deterrent ef fect on Customer -  devices:which generate 
improper spectrum or control signalà.. The deterrent..is« in  

f act contained in the tarif f itself which Specifies fre-' 
quency spreàd  and a requirement -  that the rotary dial -  address 
network be  furnished by the telephone coMPanY. 	. 

• Econômic Considerations Were not within the PurvieW 
of the N.A.S.; howeVer, It is aPparent that development  of 
standards is related to. econOmic.  questions- and 	cOnsidera 
tion of technical -aspects is only preliminàry to.:the con- 
Siderstion of many . .6ther factors. 	. , 	 - 

The F.C.C. engaged Dittberner Associates , a firm of 
' information technology  consultants,  to  analyse and inter 
pret . the N.A. S. report and provide additional information 
pertaining to interconnection. Their conclusion's. were:.- 

(1) Maintenance of the existing quality of 
service-and  protection from harm; of -  the 
pub1ic 't .O.ecommuhidatihns hétyhrki' 
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personnel and cùstomers are essential 
goals and in the .  public interest; 

. (2) Uncontrolled interconnection of equip- : 
ment to the public telecommunications: 
network can  cause  harm to the net:work,- - 

. its  personnel and ciistoMersiand . 'reSnit: 
in degradation of the  service; 	' 

(3) Existing common carrier tariff provisions 
' requiring common carrier owned, installed 

and maintained :neniork• protection , and 
networks control -  signalling devices, 
as well 'as other spectrum energy distri-
bution standards, are sufficient : to pro .- 
tect.the'network, its personnel and . 
custoMers froM harm.which could result 
from inadeqààtèly designed. or 'MalfunC-H 

. 	tioning.user-PrOvided equiPment;• 	' 

(4.) The level of protection from•harm 
affOrded the càMmon carrier netwàrk 
its personnel, custOMersfand  the 
existing grade of service, by Cur 7 

 rently. càMmon .carrier-prOvided net- , 
works access devices is_at best, 
coMparableto that of several other 
'PrOteCtion providing' alternatives - 
-which Can result in greater ecànomic 

• benefits, increased competition, a more. 
. 

	

	rapid pace of teleCommuniéàticin- innoya-. . 
tion, and improved quality of service.  

(5) Equipment with network protection capà- - 
bilities is required to provide :an -accep- 
table level of protection. However, 
lietwork - protective 'devices' per se 
are not required. 	 • 

'(6) Common carriers should not have an:ex-. 
clusive right to provide equipment with 
network protective...capabilities to the 
end-user.; 
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(7) A program of standards, and installation 
and maintenance organization certifica- 

• tion,which is simple, effective and 
inexpensive, is necessary  if the  poten-
tial benefitsfrom extended interconnec-
tion privileges are to be'realized 	. 
.withOut harm to  the  common cartier.. , ' 
network e  its personnel or . end, . 	 . 

users. 
• 

Both . the N.A.S. and'Dittberner Reports indicated thàt,' 
with safeguards, interconnection was feasible and on 
January 1, 1969,, interconnection in the . U.S. becaMe effec-
tive. Carriers côntinued to-be regulatecUwhile-others in 	' 

. the terminal eqüipment field. -bperated under openCompetition . . 
The basic requirement is that the Connectionto . . ›the netwOrk 
must • e -made. through a protéctiVeititèrface . device•comMonly 
called &'.'coupler"... _ 

" • 

. 	• A:number of' problems .developed and, as of May 1972, 
the. F.C.C. has several on-soing 'subcommittees stUdying 	- 

- various aspects of interdonnection. One. of .  the môstilm-
portant . to the Canadian'.situation is the subr.committee .on • - 
standardization.atd - certification. HoweVer, - na.firm recom-:. 
mendations have, as .yet, emanated,from the F.C,:C sUb- 	." 
committees. -• 

There is a general similarity between Canadian and 
U.S. telecommunications systems and it is reasonable to 
assume that the findings of the Dittberner Report pertaining 
to technical aspects are applicable to Canadian networks. 
However, the Canadian system is somewhat different in terms 
of telephone development, related controls, and financial 
resources even though Canadian communications adhere 
generally to North American Standards. Accordingly, it would be 
unwise to conclude from the U.S. experience (as some have 
done) that interconnection results in chaos. It would however, 
be equally imprudent to ignore valuable lessons from the 31 :12 
years of U.S. experience. 

It should Perhaps be noted that there has.been soMe 
extreMe opposition to 'interconnection in the Ti. S ' . from 
State Commissions. 

... 	8 
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The National Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissionèrs(NARÙC) has officially questioned the Federal 
Communications' Commission's decision to Permit inter-' 
connection,  and  has expressed concern over the 'creeping 
economic impact" On small.liserS. It feels' that .intercon7 
nection in the U.S. greatly benefits unregulated manufacturers 
of  equipment, business customers and other .affluent .parties. 
It àtàtes that the'F'.C.C. hàsnot made any_study.of the.: 
economid impact of the Cartetfone decision:tiPon t1W."yast 
majority of intrastate and local  users Whà'.will-'haVe no'need 
for these  services".• 

In a letter dated July 13, 1972 to:the Honourable. 
Dean Burch, Chairman of the:F.C.C.,.Ben.T. : Wiggins, - Chairman 
of the Committee on Communications '.for NARUC,staied:: 	• 

"Therefore, we believe that-the Federal..State" 
Joint Board convened by the F.CC, last 
Month in Docket No. 19528 to considérinter- . 

 connection policy should conduct an in .-depth' 
study Of what . theedonoMIC  impact  Of liberal' 
ized interconnection, would have bn non-. 
interconnect users". 

Leaving aside the foregoing events, let us now briefly 
examine the pressures for interconnection in Canada. The 
computer industry has, in a few short years, achieved a 
high level of competence in technical matters. Carriers no 
longer have a monopoly in technical expertise related to 
communications. Expertise outside the carrier world is 
being applied to create a range of nèw products in the 
terminal area that will be difficult for the carriers to 
cope with on a monopoly basis. 

BACKGROUND - CANADIAN  EXPÉRIENCE  

Many business users are faced with mounting require-
ments for speedy transmission of voice and data and are 
ready and willing to pay for these new devices, and allege 
they are prevented from doing so by what users refer to as 
"restrictive" carrier policies. Carrier policy of price 
averaging has led to rate structures in which some classes 
of business are thought to be quite profitable. 	Et  is these 
rate structures, where profits are higher in certain areas 
of the carriers' operations, which provide the rationale for 



some business users to want to own their own equipment. 
Some users believe that by owning their own equipment, 
they can get their service cheaper. The cost of capital 
may be lower to certain corporations or institutions or 
they may operate under government grants for capital con- 
struction (schools, hospitals, etc.) or they may be eligible 
for accelerated depreciation benefits. In some cases, there 
is a tax advantage. In short, many subscribers want a choice 
in how they pay for service. Besides the advantage of costs, 
in some cases subscribers are aware of equipment which is 
technologically superior to the equipment provided by the 
carriers and they argue that the advantages of technology 
cannot be denied. 

Many aspects of the problem are difficult to Measure.. 
The degree of'cusiomer dissatisfaction with the . .eXisting . 

 choice of eqUipment'is not known. To alimited extent the 
carriers  today permit interconnectidn. It  is not midespread;• 
and the degree to which people have . taken adVantage of it is - 
not kndwn precisely to the'Department. 

Under existing conditions, the costs to a customer 
providing his own equipment may be a deterrent. Not only 
must the customer pay ,  for modifications to his equipment to 
meet carrier standards, but he must also pay the regular 
monthly charge provided for in the carrier's tariffs. In 
those areas where customers have been refused or have de-
clined interconnection privileges on carrier terms, the 
Department does not have any statistics on the general level 
of customer dissatisfaction. Even in the U.S., with over 
three years experience in interconnection, no one has yet 
been able to determine the long term operating financial 
and service impacts of widespread interconnection, with 
respect to carriers or users. It cannot be denied, how-
ever, that a degree of discontent with the existing situation 
eXists within certain segments of the public and industry. 

.Predictably, prospective interconnection.suppliers - 
forecast lower prices for equipment,  innovation  and greater 

•choice. .Equally prediCtablee  the carriers.oppose inter-
connection on A widespread and uncontrolled basis,.forecasting 
losses of revenues which will impact adyersely on_the. cost 
of local. telephone service'. The, truth Probably lieà,between • 
these twO extremes but whère within these extiemeà - is 

• difficult to say. 	 . 

10 
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Regulatory matters, such as tariffs, service discrimi-
nation, rate of return and related controls on revenues and 
expense are complex subjects. Unfortunately, precise 
factual cost, revenue and rate of return data for various 
classes or service and/or for different types of terminal 
equipment are not available. Until valid cost-allocation 
studies of this kind are completed, only assumptions are 
possible and these are always subject to dispute. It is 
expected and desirable that estimates and assumptions pre-
sented in this work paper be challenged by those in posses-
sion of more factual information, ul .timately culminating in 
recommendations supported by factual data. 

INTERCONNECTION DEFINED 

For the purpose of this paper, the term "interconnection" 
refers to the attachment of non-carrier owned terminal equip-
ment also known as station apparatus. The terminal equipment 
with which this document is primarily concerned comprises any 
facility or facilities located on the premises of a private 
person (be that "person" an individual or corporation) for 
his or its exclusive use in communication over common carrier 
networks. 

It should be noted that this definition excludes: 

(a) non-carrier owned equipment which is on private 
or public premises for the purpose of providing 
the public with communications services (third 
party re-sale of service), 

(b) non-carrier owned terminal equipment on private 
(dedicated or leased) lines, 

) secondàry or tertiary apparatus whiCh gehe'rates*i' 
decodes and proéesses (comp,liter processpr), and  

(d) interconnection-of networks or . ways and,means. by 
which a customer of . one ,carriér can utiliZe the ' 

. facilites, of another carrier. 

A common carrier network comprises facilities utilized on 
public or private premises for the routing and conveyance of 
telecommunications traffic and available to pluralities of 
persons on a non-exclusive and non-discriminating basis. It 
should be underscored here that interconnection between common 
carriers networks is not within the scope of terminal attachment 

... 11 
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issues to which this task is addressed. 	It Eihoulci›also be 
noted.thSt the Subject of "Computer  Communications" has  been 
dealt'with in a report issued by the,Canadian ComPnter* 
Communications Taski Force under the title-"BranchingOut w: 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS' INVOLVEMENT- 

In September 1969, the Hôndurable,Eric eieràns, :then 
Minister of Communications,. announced - plans  for a:cOMPrehensive 
stUdy of the present state and future prospects of. telecomMunications . 

 in Canada. The.,general summery of the apProxiMately'fifty- 
separate telecommission stUdies yas issued 'under thè title • 
"Instant World" With Separate reports prepared'for specific 
areas of telecommunications. . One ofthese studies :  (8(b)III) 
dealt spècificallY With the "ProbleMs Relating to the 
Interconnection of—Terminal Devices With the COmmdn'Çarrier 	— 
Provided TelecoMMunicationé". -  • 

This report concluded: "From this study, there is 
substantial support for broadening interconnection practices 
for terminals. Changes must be undertaken, however, with the 
participation of users, carriers and manufacturers and cannot 
be made until a number of issues related to interconnection 
have first been dealt with". 

During the course of 1971, it became apparent that the 
problems of the interconnection of foreign attachments was 
becoming sufficiently acute to warrant further government 
exploration. At that time, a program was initiated with a 
view to formulating government policy to deal with the problems 
and issues involved. 

On June 12, 1972, the Minister of , Communications, the 
Honourable Robert Stanbury, in speaking to the Canadian 
telecommunication Carriers Association, stressed the complexity 
of the problem and set the stage for the issuance of this 
Working Paper. As he states, "It is not a policy document full 
of pat answers or even pat questions. It is a "think piece" 
and its object is to narrow down the almost unlimited spectrum 
of options which were on the table six months ago to a narrower 
range of viable ones, so that the second stage of consultations, 
with carriers, suppliers, provincial governments and anyone else 
of the interested public, can proceed to the policy making stage". 

12 
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OBJECTIVES  

. The terms . of reference of the studyHteam -assigned to 
prepare the "working paper" were as followS: 

1. Invite-submissions from  carriers and  .Others.', , 

2. Define the,various options that:emerge from-. 
study of the material. . 

3. -  Prepare background material  and  ,discuasl)rOS 
.and cons  of interéonnection.• 

4. 	Outline succeedin g .  steps of the p.i. ograM.:- 

Before' discussing  the  pros and cons of,intercOnnecti9n, 
it would be -useftil to discuss:the exiàting  situation This  
discussion follows'in  Section  
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THE CARRIERS -  LEGAL AND REGÙLATORY ASPECTS  

SECTIOW,II 

THE EXISTING SITUATION 

There are few industries so carefully regulated on the 
citizens' behalf  as the telécommùnications industryY As of -
December 1969, there were fifteen major telephône companies 
in Canada . , With some exceptions, they bbserVe:siMilar rules 
and practides. Federal jurisdiction is limitecrto : the folldwing 
major carriers; Bell Canada, British Columbia-Telephone  
Company, CN/CP Telecommunications, COTC and Tel: es:at-Canada .  
The major telecommunicatiéns'çarriers  are  oWriedfbyHa 'variety-
of interesta. Bell .Canada, approximately 98% owned ly 
Canadian's, owns or Controls  the majority  of. the  Shares in 
Northern Telephone Lmited,'Telephene du Nord du Clnehed 
Inc.; the New Brunswick Telephone  Company,  the:IslandTelephone 
Company Limited, Maritime Telegraph and TelephoneOokpany - 
Limited and Newfoundland Telephone Company. Three other . 
companies, British' Columbia, and  its.sùbsidiary Okanagan 
telephone  Company, and Quebec-Telephone : arecontrolled by . 
General Telephone . Electronic Corporation-,  :a U.S. : owned -
communications conglomerate. Manitoba Telephone System,' Alberta 
Government Telephone and Saskatchewan TeledoMmUnicationS are 	• 
Crown  Corporations  of the three prairie provinces:. Edmonton 
Telephone and  Thunder Bay  TelephoneSyStem are MuniciPailYowned.-. 
CN/CP Telecommunications  shows mixe,dpublic and priVate, 	- 
involvement with both ,Canadian and *foreign inveStkent, CN/CP -
Telecommunicationa'denotes the Working f:relationahip between. 
Canadian Nationatfelecommiinications (CNT) ,anti . dahadIan,Tacific 
TelecoMmunidations (CPT) CNT ià a ,departMent:'of,Canadlan 
National Railways, a créwn corpotation. ÇPT -ii3  a  dePartMent 
of Canadian. PacifidRailw.Sys,  a public company WitiOxith' 	. 
Canadian and féreign'investment. 

Irumost  cases, the federally regulated carriers have the 
authority to decide on the interconnectibn,of  nom-carrier  
provided  terminal  equipment:to their network's. :rills anthority 
derives froM•carrier regulationa similar eo.Rule:9:of Bell 
Canada.'s General Regulations (see AppendiX I) whiCh prohibit 
any attachment te, or:interferençe with, their.plant,an4 
eqùipment without their dOnsenr. Theàe . regulatiOns; When 
approved by the CTC and published in. theCanada GaZette,have - 
the force of law; however, in the case  of Bell Canada alone, ' 
the Bell Act (see Appendix I) :  was amended in 'I966 tOState that 
any equipment not.provided by the Company.shaIl Only he • 
attached to Company facilities in.cdnformity With : sudh 
reasonable reqUirements'as may be prescribed hy' the . dOMPanY. 
The OTC,was also anthorized to determine the reasénableness of 
Bell's' requirements-fOr interconnedtinn and to_disallow any 
unreasonable requireMentS orHthosentrary to.public:interest. 
While thè : interpretaion  of  this proViSiOn:is - .preSently beforè 
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the courts, it is uncertain whether Rule 9 is, in itself, an 
unreasonable requirement (thus permitting the affected 
subscriber to apply to the CTC) or whether the 1968 amendment 
only applies when the Company chooses to specify requirements 
for interconnection in particular cases. 

In the case of carriers subject to provincial regulation, 
some provincial legislation gives full authority.to the carriers 
to determine the interconnection of non-carrier  owned equipment. 
In other cases, no specific reference to intercénneCtion . is made 
in the legialation .. For further details  on thé provincial 
legislation provisions, reference should be made to Appendix I - 
at the end of thè report. 

It may be argued by the carriers, under some of the 
options, that competition in the terminal area would free them 
from the moral obligation to provide general telephone service 
where none exists. Today, the CTC cannot order the 
federally regulated carriers to provide service. ,The only 
jurisdiction which the Commission has in this regard is by way 
of a specific provision in the Bell Telephone Act and the 
Bonaventure and Gaspe Telephone Act. Section 2 of the 1902 
amendment to the Bell Act provides: 	- 

'Upon the application of any person, firm or 
corporation within the city, town or village or 
other territory within which a general service 
is given and where a telephone is required for 
any lawful purpose, the Company shall, with 	, 
reasonable despatch, furnish telephones 	 
and telephone service for premises fronting upon 
any highway, street, lane or other place along, 
over, under or upon which the Company has 	 • 

constructed....a main or branch telephone 
service or system... provided that the instrument 
be not situated further than two hundred feet from 
such highway, street, lane or other place." 

It can be seen that this provision applies only under 
certain limited conditions and does not provide a general right 
to demand service. Again, it should be noted that these 
provisions are unique to the two companies concerned and that 
there is no similar provision for the other regulated carriers. 

Recognizing their vulnerabilities as monopolies, the 
carriers have provided service beyond the limits outlined in 
the Act and in their rules. Carriers have liberalized their 
policies in recent years.  On  June 16, 1969, the members of the 
Trans Canada Telephone system revised their respective tariffs 
to permit the attachment of 'any data communications device, or 
alerting device activated by signals from the network, to the 
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•  public switched network using approved interface equipment. 
The federally regulated carriers have recently gone on 
record as not opposing in principle the liberalization of 
rules for the interconnection of terminal equipment. In 
general, they recommend that there , be an orderly, controlled 
liberalization to permit the telephone user to acquire 
terminal equipment from sources other than the federally 
regulated carriers and to connect this equipment to their 
networks, subject to very specific stipulations. 

While it is desirable that liberalization not 	. 
have adverse effeOts on the rates for service to the general 
body of cuStomers, some carriers have indicated,that this .  aim 
may be difficult to achieve. 

In summary, present legal and •regulatory -  requirements - 
indicate that a more  liberal policy,  of interconnection 
privileges would require carrier agreement and consent, Unless' - 
existing legislation is reVised -.. 	 • 

Raving éxàmined legal controls, we'now.turn to the 
economic and social aspects Involved in liberal.lzation c)f 
policies contràlling interconnection.of terMinal équipMént- 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ASPECTS  

The investment of carriers in terminal facilities in 
Canada today is about $1 billion and is projected to 
approximately $3 billion by , 1980. Chart II shows the gross 
plant investment in station equipment (and its relation to 
other investment categories) in Canada as of December 31st, 1969. 
Chart III provides quantitative data and an estimate of 
the replacement costs as of today for station equipment. 
The projected investment in 1980 is shown for various types of 
terminal apparatus based on projected annual growth. 

Note: Station equipment is an overall term 'Which 
generally includes  station  apparatus  (the hardware 
'account, including large PBX's)  and station ' 

connections .(the wiring account). The magnitilde 
of station connection costs which mày or may not' 	• 
be included.in  the "liberalized interconnection" 
portion would vary with the point of interconnection 
selected for•various.types•of service. 	• 

4 
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The carriers' operations are marked by a number of 
particularities which should be appreciàted In order to arrive. 
at balanced.judgements regarding avenues of future development: 
In its operating and manufacturing sectors combined, 
telecommunications.provide employment for over 150,000 
Canadians  and. account for approximately, 3% of the.gross 
national product.. ' The industry accounts . for over $100 million 
or some 30% of the $330 million  in  national industrial 
sponsored R & D.. '. 

The national average revenue per telephone is . 
appràximately $150.00. per subscriber per year. The  breakdown 
of this revenue to the various'expénses IS shown' On Chatt IV. 

There are about 10 million telephones and about 
20,000 PBX's in service in Canada. The overall investment per 
telephone station is approximately $650 at book value and 
about twice that at replacement value. The telephone set 
itself accounts for about 2% of today's replacement price of 
total station investment. Of the $150.00 revenue, about 
$7.00 is retained earnings. This provides only a portion of 
the funds required for growth and requires carriers to raise 
about half of their funds externally. Great reliance on external 
sources of funds and the carriers' ability to borrow have posed 
some difficulties for innovation and modernization requirements. 

Probably the most  important ,  aspect of interconnection 
considerations is rate averaging for the various classes of 
service. 	Rate averaging is the practice of applying like prices 
for like service, rather than setting price relative to costs. 
Carriers are not required to directly relate tariffs to cost 
and charges for service offering. For example, a rate level is 
often independent of a customer's service location (with some 
minor exceptions). As a result, some offerings, taken in 
isolation, are quite profitable while others do not earn 
enough to cover this related cost. In order to make basic 
telephone service as widely available as possible to remote 
areas or less densely populated areas, the carriers have 
generally priced the offerings in these areas below cost. 
Price averaging rates so derived are the consequence of long 
practice and approval as to be a matter of established public 
policy. It is not  •the purpose of this •paper to debate the pros 
and cons of any rate structure; however, the impact on any 
revised interconnection practice requires evaluation. 
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'Another practice followed in rate making:is iô give 
some weight.to the "value of service" concept'. Considering 
the revenues from local telephone services . (excluding 
there is reasonable evidence to  support the belief that, in 
varying degrees,  business  subsidizes residence 'service; large 
centres  subsidize small centres and rural developments; . 
extension sets and premium sets (coloured, cbritempra, touch-
tone) subsidize  basic  service. Residential subscriber . reveniles 
are  some 30%, under the : overall average revenue per, subsCriber. 
It must, of coursé, be recognized that this iS a very , Complex. 
matter and -  opinions on the various. -approaches - to . rate.making 
differ sharPly. 

There are a number of other aspects of the existing 
situation which should be considered in seeking better 
alternatives. Canadian communications have developed quite 
differently from European countries where national ownership 
is the rule. Canadian carriers have evolved a basic philosophy 
of pricing quite different from that of most countries. In 
Canada (and in the U.S.) the system of rates is established 
to maximize availability of service. Approximately 10% of 
the actual cost of installing the terminal equipment is billed 
to the customer as a service charge, with the remaining 90% 
being paid by the customer over ,  a long period of time. 
In all other countries (except U.S.), the customer is required 
to pay an amount close to the total cast of the installation 
of the terminal equipment when the service is initially provided. 
Some countries require the customer to purchase his own 
equipment for expensive installations. (In Britain the customer 
must purchase any PABX system with over 100 extensions. The 
equipment must be approved by the Administration and he 
must sign a maintenance contract). The Canadian system 
tends to place most of the capital burden on the carrier, 
which entails a considerable sum in large PABX installations. 
The fact that Canadian carriers find it necessary to install 
aproximately five to seven telephones to gain  onél in a 
current year indicates some degree of favourable treatment 
to those who move frequently; however, the Canadian pricing 
system, with its inherent cross subsidization, is not a 
whim of free option of the carriers. It is the consequence 
of public opinion expressed through representations before 
regulatory commissions by individuals, government and special 
interest groups. Subsidization is institutionalized in the 
Canadian telephone communications economy of today and could 
be affected by changes in the terminal sector. Chart V 
shows basic comparison between Canada, Britain, Germany, 
France and Sweden. 
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THE USERS  

Several user groups have presented briefs to the' 
Department in support of  liberalization of interconnection 
practices. Although they differ with respedt.to their 
interests, th-ey share many problem's and obje-ctives. 	. 

Under existing rules and practices observed by the. 
carriers, users are, denied the right to'attaCh many type s .  
of apparatus including ÉBX's, intercoms and priVate .mobile 
radio systems. Apparatus which may •be of identIcal design 
and procured from the same manufacturer as that . of the - 
telephone coMpany is not permitted attachment when . privately 
owned. At the same.time much  of the soPhisticatediapparatus 
which is available, ,particearly-in foreign Markets, is not . 

 offered by the telephone cciMpanies and consekluently.is nôt.- 
availab  le. • 

As previously mentioned, some types of, appa.ratus are 
.attached Provided.. they are acoustically or:inductively -
coupled, or if hardwired, are connected through a'càrrier 
provided protective device (coupler). *Since both' an 
installation charge and -a-monthly rental . is'leViedfur  the 
coupler,  some custOmer dissatisfaction has resulted. There -  . 
.are those who are not convinced that.the coUpler.is always -- 
'necessary on technical grounds. As a .  re'Sult, there are 	. 
countless "bootlee hookups .  whiCh.are virtually imi)ossIble.to 

During the past two years, there has been a marked 
increase in the volume of terminal devices reaching the 
Canadian market. Predominant among these are the automatic 
telephone answering instruments variously described as 
answer back machines, electronic secretaries or message centres. 
In addition, a wide range of alarm devices designed around 
magnetic tape playbacks and pre-programmed telephone dialers 
are being used for the automatic sensing and reporting of 
fires, burglaries, and various other kinds of emergencies or 
malfunction. Some of these are provided in attractive 
stylings designed to fit unobstrusively into home decor and 

find wide application in the protection of cottages, 
seasonal homes, office buildings and institutions. Other 
versions of related apparatus are finding their way into the 

homes of aged and sick people as means of alerting relatives, 

doctors or family friends in emergencies. 
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These types of apparatus are permitted attachment 
through a carrier-supplied protective device, that is, ,a 
coupler. Salesmen, however, tend to avoid tèlling the 
potential customer about the requirement for a coupler for 
fear that the negative impact of the monthly charge.- . 
(tYpically $2.00).will "kill" the Sale'. Others deliberately 
make bootleg hodkups knowing that the .practice is contrary 
to tariffs. 

United States sources have tecently estimated that 
there are now over 1,500,000 illegally attached ahswering 
devices. Knowledgeable.Canadian sources, estimate that there 

• are about 9,000 to11;000 such units' in operationin Canada, 
of which only a probable 15% are legally attached.. The 
relatively small quantity of couplers reported to  have  been 

- supplied by the carriers ten d.  to confirm the latter. - ''Combined-
sales of these devices are estimated. to be aVeraging atound 
700 to,750.units a month .  in'Quebec  and Ontario aIOne.:•'A .„ 
recently introduced hardwired telephone answering - unit , 
retailing at $14900 from major mail otder houses and - over_ 
the counter in some major department stores iS exPeCted to 
impact the'constimer. market heavily.. , 

The situation might be compared to the days of the 
do,mestic radio receiving licence in which the law was 
"honoured in the breach". Users who wish to comply with 
carrier , policies on interconnection and who are willing to 
bear the capital investment to obtain the flexibility 
and compatibility they desire beyond that available from 
carriers are frustrated by their inability to do so. 

Some users  are  convinced that they could in'fact 
provide their own standard apparatus at lower coàt than it is 
available from the carriers. 

Many business customets in Canada, particularly those 
with parent companies in the United States; now want the • 
same intèrconnection priveleges as their U.S. counterparts. 
Entrepreneurs, attracted by the sales potential in the 
terminal market, are pressing to enter the marketplacé. 

In Canada, at : lease one subscriber has taken à denial 
of interconnecticin of his terminal equipment to'the courts 
and litigation could develop quickly• in a nnmber of .  other 
cases. This situation raises the possibility Of conttadictory 
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judgements and a narrow case by case approach, rather than 
. policies which could be accepted by the appropriate regulatory 
bodies. 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS  

Coincident with technolOgical developments,in  the  
fields of telecommunication's, especially in the aerospace 
industries, there  lias  been an accumulation of exPértise 
in the research and design,  manufacturing.,  installation and  
maintenance fielda . .that equals and often excels that .  ' 
traditionally pôssessed by the carriers. 	 . 

In recent years, especially  in.  countries where private 
ownership of terminal equipment has been petmitted, - there 
has been a proliferation of new apparatus, Some from:new 
entrants not traditionally looked upon as telecommunicatiOns 
industries. Canadian manufactilrers whose foreign based -
parent companies . have these in their product line. are . 	". 

. denied access  to  the Canadian markets. - These incluee'soMe 
very large organizations whose technical.competence and . 
financial'strength is impressive. 

At leaSt one Canadian manufacturer haa-aiteady eatab-
lished a reputation as a supplier  t. ci American markets of 	- 
.prodUcta made possible:by liberalization in thé-U.S.A.. Other 
Canadian manufacturers.are known. tà bé acti -Vely•putauing 
the . U.S:.intercOnneCt market, with apparatua Whièh can only 
be obtained by subsCribers throligh  the carrier  at  home. 	- 

In summary, when the numbers, costs and complexities 
of new types of terminal equipment are ranged against the 
Canadian market, doubt arises as to the feasibility of 
restricting the privilege of supply to the carriers exclusively. 
The question of capital sourcing becomes more challenging as 
investments required tend to increase. Changes in usage 
patterns are beginning to emerge (e.g. modern computer-voice 
equipment could access the local networks and tie up 
considerable equipment for long periods of time). There is some 
good argument for an unbundled rate structure which includes a 
separate charge for service order, station handling, access line, 
and a one-time telephone installation which approximates 
actual costs. Such charges would result in less cross-subsid-
ization. 
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The accumulation oUpresshres,- technolcSical,; social, 
commercial and political, are such that the issues must  be•
squarely faced. Changes have occurred  and  we - must be pre-
pared to develop  • ew policies and prograMs Whièh will be 
adaptable to - thé World of tomorrow. 



CHART II -  1.  

• TRANS-CANADA TELEPHONE SYSTEM MEMBER COMPANY INVESTMENT  DATA * 

(as of 31 December 1970) 	 (figures shown times $1,000) 

Investment 
Categories (1) 	B.C. Tel 	AGT 	Sask Tel 	MTS 	Bell 	NB Tel 	MT&T 	Nfld. Tel (3)  

$ 94,501 

108,052 

139,683, 

87,791 

70,634 

Transmission 
Facilities 	$ 101,707 

173,070 

Other Investment 
(land, buildings, 
vehicles, etc.) 

	

$ 43,514 	$ 41,359 • 	 472,747 $ 28,021 	e 23,350 	$ 3,639 

	

58,998 	67,296 	914,824 	35,571 	43,777 	19,010 

	

56,193 	103;134 1,205,152 	60,740 	58,706 	22,169 

38,921 . 	47,840 	814,312 	26,836 	. 25,609 	11,189 

	

29,924 	.33,960 	371,970.. 18,129 	20,316 	' 	6,466 

Switching Equip. 

Outside Plant 

Station Equip. 

184,009 

165,079 

70,951 

TOTAL: 	- 	$ 694 .,816 	$500,661 1 227,550 	$293,589 $3,781,005 $169,297 $171,758 • 	$62,473 

NOTES:  

1) The investment figures shown represent gross plant investment of the member companies. Each category represents 
the total of various book accounts which can be broadly classified under the 5 heading shown. 

2) In all cases investment in subsiduary companies (including Okanagan Telephone  Company) are  excluded. 
3) Newfoundland Telephone leases a significant proportion of their plant from another .  carrier. 
4) Station equipment equals 20.6 percent of gross plant investment. 

*Source: Trans-Canada Telephone System 



15,499,127 9,346,468 1;104,435,738 
(note 5) 

34053,521,097 
(note 1) 

CHART 

ESTIMATED REPLACEMENT COST - TERMINAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDING LABOUR 

ALL CANADIAN COMMON CARRIERS * 

• 

1 	 2 	 3 	 4 	 5 	 6 	 7  

Class of Service 	Quantity of 	Replacement Costs 	Total Replacement 	Projected Annual 	1980 Quantity of 	1980 Replacement 	Estimated 1980 
Terminal Apparatus 	of Station 	Cost of Station 	Increase 	Terminal Apparatus 	Cost Per 	Investment Less 

(see note 3) 	Equipment per 	Equipment Less 	 Column 2 at 5% 	Installation at 5% 	Drop Wire 
Installation Less 	Drop Wire 	 Average Annual 	Average Annual 

Drop Wire 	Jan 1/70 Estimated 	 Increase 	 Increase 
(see note 4) 

Jan 1/70 Estimated  

RESIDENCE: 

Main 	 5,388,917 	 40.00 	 215,556,680 	(1975 = 3.9%) 	7,539,211 	 65.00 	490,048,715 
(1980 = 3.1%) 

Extension 	1,187,703 	 30.00 	. 	35,631,090 	 12% 	 3,287,562 	 49.00 	161,090,538 

BUSINESS 	 794,874 	 150.00 	 119,231,100 	 3% 	 1,036,515 	 245.00 	253,946,175• 
Main 

Extension 	635,006 	 58.00 	 36,830,348 	 8%. 	 1,270,012 	 95.00 	120,651,140 

Extension on 	1,203,152 	 60.00 	 72,189,120 	 6.7% 	 2,154,852 	 6,520.00 	211,175,490 
PBX 

PBX 	 5,157 	 4,000.00 	 20,628,000 	 6.7% 	 9,205 	 48,870.00 	60,016,600 

PABX 	 15,263 	 30,000.00 	 457,890,000 	 6.7% 	 27,336 	 48,870.00 	1,335,910,320 

PAY TELEPHONES 	73,994 	 800.00 	 59,195,000 	 1.0% 	 82,503 	 1,303.00 	107,501,409 

5 year estimates 	 _ 
TELETYPEWRITERS 	30,000 	 2,000.00 	 60,000,000 	 33% 	 50,000 	 3,258.00 	162,900,000 

MOBILE PHONES 	 12,402 	 2,000.00 	 27,284,400 	 22.3% 	 41,931 	 3,584.00 	150,280,704 

Notes: 1. Figures do not inciude , micellaneous.eqüipbent in station equipment account, e.g.:speaker phone, intercoms, etc: Figures for Trans Canada 
Telephone System Chart  ÏI, which include miscellaneous equipment amount to $1,217,577,000 for Dec. 1970. Carrier-and non-carrier equipment 
is estimated to exceed $4 billion by 1980. 

2. Estimated capital requirements of carriers.  for station, equipment in 1980 -* $350 million. If C.P.E. c-20% in 1980 -carrier  reduction of 
capital * 70 million. 

3. Major types of terminal apparatus in service end of 1969. 	" 
4: Based on estimated loaded labour rate of $9.50 per hnur. 
5. To above totals can be:added Estimated Replacement cost of Station Drop and Protector (Estimate $26.00, per stationywhere applicable). 

* Sourced froa literature provided bY Canadian TelecoMmunications Carriers. 



$ 	25.00 

$ 	150.00 

$ 	300.00 

$ 	650.00 

$ 1,300.00 

20.6% 

25 % 

10 million 

1.6 billion 

150.00 per year 

TOTAL l50:00 • 

CHART II - 3 

APPROXIMATE COSTS AND REVENUE FIGURES  

Average cost of standard telephone set 

PBX average cost per line - 100 line range 

Small dial PABX per line - 20 line range 

Carrier investment per telephone (book value) 

Carrier investment per telephone (replacement value) 

Percentage investment in station equipment (book value) 

Station equipment as a proportion of current construction budget . 

Telephone 

Gross annual revenue 

National average revenue (per telephone subscriber) 

Breakdown of $150.00 

Depreciation 

Maintenance and operation 

Administration - Billing - Marketing 

Interest on Debt capital 

Corporation Taxes 

Profit retained for growth 

Shareholders 

35.00 

30.00 

10.00 

20.00 

30.00 

7.00 

18.00 

* Source - DOC Statistics 

Note: This is a table of approximations suitable for order-ofmagnitude uses. 



CANADA (Bell Canada BRITAIN FRANCE WEST GERMANY SWEDEN 

'CHART • 

SERVICE CHARGES AND MONTHLY RATE COMPARISONS * 

Service Charge 	Business - $ 18.00 	one charge $ 87.00 	one charge $ 120.00 	one charge $ 29.00 	one charge $ 60.00 
New Service 	 Residential - $11.00 
Individual line 	 see note 3 	 see note 4 	 see note 5 	 see note 7 

Penalty clause for 	none (except for a few 	PABX's over 100 extensions PBX - PABX's are not 	PBX - PABX supplied by 	Contracts for all 
removal 	 special and/or costly 	are customer owned. 	BPO 	Carrier owned (contract 	private enterprise. 	PBX - PABX's. 

installations) 	 equipment under contract 	agreement) 
except telephones. 

•  

Local Call Rates 	Flat Rate. Varies with 	Message Rate - (note 1) 	Message Rate (note 1) 	Message Rate (note 1) 	Message Rate (note 1) 
class of service and rate 	2ie per call: 	Timed 	6e per call 	 5.75e per call. 	 1.8c same office. 
group. 	Unlimited number 	duration - varies. 	Ser- 	Service charge - quarterly 	Service charge - quarterly No timed duration. 
of calls. 	No time 	vice charge - quarterly. 	All one line service = $40. Varies - localities over 	Junction calls - 9 min. 
duration. 	No service 	 100 telephones. 	 timed. 
charge. 	 Ind 	Pty. 	 Service charge - quart- 

Individual Line 
Bus. 	$14.75 	$12.30 	 erly. 	, 

see note 6. 	 Other $12.30 	$10.00 	 Ind. 	$26.00 	Individual line = $80. 
Party 	$15.00 

see note 2. 

Notes: - Chart shows charges for basic service only - charges other than.Canadian are approximate dùe to currency conversion. 
, 	 . 

(1) Message rate charges are based on the number of completed calls. ' Where time duration.is used, a second unit or call is charged for each 
time period. 	 . 	 . 	. 	 . . 

, 	(2) Sweden 7 Junction calls are calls to other exchanges in the Same local calling area. 	
, 	 ' 	. 

(3) Great Britain ,-.Left-in telephones,are reconnectedfreé. 'Installation charge for new extensions = $15.00 	. 	 . 

' (4) France - Left-in telephones are reConnected for 50% of the installation charge  or. $60.00. 	 • 
(5) West . Germany 7 Left-in telephones are reconnected for . 1/3 of theAmstallation chargé (unless alterations are,required). 

. 	(6) Canada - Nine rate groups for local service ,- no limit on number.of calls'or .duration of call. A monthly charge is applied to recover 
, 	remainder of installation costs, and operating expenses. This,charge varies with class of service and rate'group -  

. . 	e.g. Ottawa Residential Individual ' = $ 5.95 monthly - . 	 . , 
. 	Business Individual 	= $ 16.00 monthlY. 	 . 	. 	 - . 	 . 	. . 	. 

. , 	(7): Any subsequent change , including removal = $20.00:'  . 	 . 	 . 	 . 

Sourced from literatime,provided from Telecommunication'Carriers in Countries shOwn 



NOTES ON CHART 11-4  

In most European countries and in Australia, all communications 
are under federal control, usually a division of the Postal Department 

• or corporation. In general terms, the expense of supplying special . 
terminal apparatus is paid for by the custàffier, eig. in Great Britain 
the customer must purchase.  any automatic priVate.system with over 100.  
extensions. Smaller systems are-Optional as to Ownership,'Imit the 
costs are recovered by installation charges; in Germany.all.PBX's - 
PABX's are purchaseciby'their.users. This praCtice' evolved: as a means. 
of reducing the burden on the post offices .of raising large amounts'of 
capital. 

In most European contries the responsibility fot maintenance is 
retained by the Carrier; they view that  arrangement  to .be essential.' 
Due to retention of maintenance responsibilities, the _range of approVed. 
terminal equipment for various uses is restricted  as, are  the number. of 
"attacher or interconnect" . companies, where these are.permitted to 
install and or maintain equipment. -There are - some exceptions to the -
general pattern; howeVer, where maintenance is not the reaponSibility ' 
of the carrier, maintenance contractà are mandatory: 	 • 

Pressures for''a wider range of offering and greater .  choice are 
being encountered in Europe and Australia. ,The reactionis to expand - 
the choiçe and to alter rates to Providé.a fair rate  Of return . én each'. 
service «segment. 
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SECTION III 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES, CONSTRAINTS AND DEFINITIONS , 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the,present inquiry are to.develoP 
policies and programs which would: 

"Maximize the.benefits Of innovation, - diversity 
and,choice, to the public generally', with  respect 
to the attachment of station-apparatus to the: 
public telecOmmunications networks!' 

•  If the liberalization of interconnection poliçyis to 1e , 
in the Public.interest in'terms of the innovation, •,choice, 
and diversity that It would 'offer, the following . cOmstraints 
should be met: 

CONSTRAINTS  

1. The integrity of the public sWitchednetworks 
must not be impaired by' consequence Of the 
application of anypoisible new rules  aid 
procedures, . 	 . 

2. As a result of a liberalization policy 
designed to benefit those requiring greater 
choice and innovation, there must be no sig-
nificant increase in the cost of basic and 
essential services. At a minimum, this would 
include one line residence and business. 
Also there must be no impairment in the 
quality of service generally. 

3. No person must be unjustly or unreasonably 
discriminated against in the matter of 
rates for basic and essential telecommunications 
services. 

4. The existing degree of Canadian control of 
telecommunications must not be diminished. 
Control refers to instruments such as cor-
porate ownership, management, planning and 
design, engineering, and supply. It involves, 
the viability of domestic industry in the 	' 
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context of domestic and world markets. 

These constraints should help to set some outer 
boundaries on the scope and acceptance of plausible options. 

«DEFINITIONS  

The following defines terms used in this working 
paper: 

Subscriber Terminal Equipment  - any facility an the. premises 
of a 'private person or corporation for his or.ità exclusive ' 
use for communication over 

(a) a private facility . 

(b) a public common carrier to a restricted 
directory of address 

(c) a public common carrier without reStrit-., 
tion as to addresses in the common 
carrier.directôty . 

Note: Such equipment could require càrresponding 
type approval (a) '(b) or. (c). 	 • 

Private Network 	a facility consisting  of  terminal equipment . - 
transmission and  switching apparatus, in any combination, 
which.. .are purchased, leased or-otherwise procured and.dedicated 
to the exclusive use of a private person or corporatIon. 

Restricted Common Carrier .  - a facility which is partitioned by 
space, frequency, time or other mode of division into effect-
ively separate entities each  •of which is dedicated to the 
exclusive use of a private person or corporation. 

Note: In the case of a form of time division in 
which the carrier contracts with a subscriber to 
make available for the subscriber's exclusive use 
a prescribed amount of time within a prescribed 
waiting time in queue is in fact within the 
scope of this definition. It is clear that 
"availability" and "exclusiveness" in this case 
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are defined in statistical terma rather than 
deterministic static terms-'and that  the  

certification•of,contraetual undertaking, • . 
,and exeCution is less straighiforWard than 
is, say, the Space  division casé. 

General Common Carrier - à facility consisting of any con-
figurations of circuits or channels,which,is available to 

.  the publicon a non-exclusive and non-discriminating basis.- 

.7 	• 
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SECTION IV 

OPTLONS 

The options described in the following pages cover 
the entire spectrum from the status quo to unrestricted 
competition. Although the option space is continuous in 
nature and lands  itself to any fine degree of subdivision, 
it can, for practical purposes, be ordered in terms of 
six discrete options. It should be understood, however, that 
as subsequent phases of the program are completed, a decision 
may be taken to implement an option "in between" those 
described herein; moreover ensuing courses of action may 
be evolutionary as distinct from moving directly to a final 
option. 

1. The Status Quo  

This option refers to the situation as it exists today, 
which is to say, the continued provision of almost all terminal 
facilities connected to the public switched networks by the 
common carriers under the regulation of the designated 
government agencies. Under this 'option, the rate of 
innovation for , carrier provided terminal equipment would 
be determined by the carriers recognizing public demand. The 
decision to allow the attachment of a greater variety of 
customer provided equipment to the public switched networks 
would continue to remain entirely with the carriers. 

2. Modified Status Quo  

Under this option, the carriers would continué their - 
franchise to provide and connect attachments under the present 
regulatory  structure. Terminal devices . to be attached 
the public switched networks would he furnished- alternatively. 
on the folloWing basis: 

a) Leased by the subscriber from the carrier as at present, 

.b) Purchased outright by the subscriber from the 
carrier and maintained by the carrier. 

The carriers would be obliged'to offer a wide range 
of terminal  equipment as approved tariffed, items -, featuring 
products from many manufacturers. The attachment'of non—tarriffed 
or special items would be alloyed when requested by. the user,. 
provided they met the specified technical criteria. When 
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the demand for a particular non-tariffed item reached a 
viable level, it would be adopted and tariffed as a standard 
item by the carrier. The user, therefore, would be given 
a much wider choice in selecting equipment to meet his 
particular needs. All carrier tariffs would continue to 
be regulated by government as at present. Regulatory bodies 
might authorize faster write-off periods for terminal 
apparatus in order to make possible a higher rate of innovation. 
Effective avenues for public complaint with regard to the 
carriers' failure to offer such choice would be incorporated 
in regulations. All costs incurred by the carriers in 
procuring, installing and maintaining special equipment, 
would be tariffed to be fully compensatory. 

The option can he considered as a range of options 
designed to encourage more choice and a greater rate of 
innovation than the status quo. In its weakest form, it 
is really nothing more ' than  the present situation, modified 
by the assumption, that the carriers would recognize that 
more innovation is required of them in the terminal sector 
and by the assumption that they would voluntarily move to 
a more liberal interconnection policy. In its strongest 
form the carriers would be required (by legislation, if 
necessary) to provide, attach, and maintain any equipment 
type-approved by an organization to be established for this 
express purpose. 

3. Selective De-regulation  

This option comprises a suhstantial variety of 
possibilitiès and makes provision for price competition. in 
the terminal area of telecOmmunications. It provides for - 
selective price de-regulation.for specified.  'categories - of 
station apparatus, in specified regions, - serving specified 
categories of users .  where effective - competition can be 
established., In these sectors competition would  replace 
regulation in determining pri-ces. The carriers may  Operate 
in the competitive terminal equipment field through 
sepgrate companies whose operations have been sPlit-off 
from the regulated portion which comprises switching, dis- 
tribution, transmisàion and any résidual-terminal opèrat . ions 
of the  -regulated cOmpany. Entry of additional -  intercon'nect 
companies would be controlled by the same licensing pro- 	, 
cedure as for the carriers subsidiary. Criteria for licensing 
could include . such things as the adequacy of resources, infra- 
structu're, technical competence, the size of thé .market and the 
scope of appara:t .us offered. 'This option requires the establish-
ment of some organization or group to develop interface standards, 

• • • 	3 
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• certify and approve terminal equipment and enfàrce procedureà 
for installation, maintenance, and acceptance. The carriers  
woilld have the right to disconnect "for cause" . and such decisions 
would be open •to appeal. 

Le-. General Priée De-,Reeularion  

Just as the term "selective" .  in the preceding option 
referred to apparattis, locale,- and user, the'term "general" . 
implies de-regulation of all terminal apparatus, ln the . 
entire service area of a given carrier with regard to  all , 
categories of users, be they residential, businesà .  or 
institutional. The de-regulation of prices under this 
wider option also requires effective competition between 
licensed entrants. Licensing would considèr the scope and 
resources of all interconneàt firmS to assure the public the. 
benefits of fair pricing in the absence of regulatorY 
protection.  Interface compatibility, attachment type.approva 
acceptance and maintenance standards would .  be  subject to the 
authorization of appropriate public agencies.' The carriers . 
would have the right to . disconnect "for cause" and àuch 
decisions would be subject to appeal. 

5. Limited Laissez-Faire  

In this option, the carriers would continue to,  be  
regulated as at  present. ComPetition with the established-
carriers would be from Unlicensed firMs :who woUld .  not * 
he subjeCt to regulatory techanisms,' - price control,. : conditions 
Of entry, standardSof'installation and maintenance,: 'or 	• 
scope.of operations. This alternative is aimilarto the 
situation in the*U.S. where the AT&T and System companies. 
remain redulated ln the terminal equipment field under 
the FCC. State and municipally regulated coMpshies,are 
exempt from'any FCC rulings. 	 • 

6. Unrestricted Laissez-Faire  

, 	This option . is  identical to the Restricted  Laissez- 
Faire option except that the carrièrs,.as well, WoUld bé .  . 
freed from price regulation in the terminal sector. Again 
competitive entry would be "wide open". ,No restrictions on 
entry to the terminal equipment field' and : no  standards. for' 

 installation . or maintenance.wonlà,bè ikpOSed. 
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SECTION V - 

DISCUSSION OF OPTIONS  

BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS  

The proposal for customer pràvided equipment  (and 
competition in the terminal equipment field implied by some 
of the options) embraces a'number of general conSiderations. 
It will, therefore, be useful to Aiscuss sOme of these issues 
before turning to a discussion of the optiOns.one by  one. 

One of the vital questions-which must be posed in any 
examination and discussion of interconnection is "Would a 
federal government policy which liberalized the exiàting 
terminal attachment practices be beneficial to the ptiblic?" .  
Examination of the existing .situation indicates some changes 
to meet changing.conditions are inevitable, and the industry, 
Including the federally regulated carriers, has recognized the 
need for development of new approaches. HOwever , it is not 
deemed to be in the public interest to be stampeded by .pressures 
into an irreversible process. The advantages to.any nne 
segment of the public, however meritorions and rational they 
may be, judged within their . own context, mày not be'universally 
applicable in such a highly interactive and integrated sector 
of national life'as communications. 

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF INTERCONNECTION  

In any balanced treatment on the subject, one must be 
cognizant not only of the benefits but also of-some:of the 
posiible . pitfalls td a more liberalized interConneCtion: 

The interconnection of non—carrier owned terminal 
devices to the public switched networks of the federally 
regulated carriers is an involved issue. It affects many 
hundreds of thousands of telephone company subscribers. It 
impacts on industry. It includes economic, technical and 
jurisdictional questions involving many levels of governments, 
both provincial and federal. Many of the advantages and 
disadvantages are difficult to quantify and weigh. Some 
Of the anticipated benefits claimed by proponents of a more 
liberal interconnection policy may never materialize, while 
some of the difficulties anticipated may well be avoided 
by an orderly introduction of a new policy, and by learning 
from the U.S. experience. 

• • 	.2 
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One of the more difficult aspects of the problem to 
quantify is the value that should be placed on innovation 
in any liberalized foreign attachment policy. Advocates 
of liberalization have used the hydro utility as an analogy 
to the communications network. While this analogy does not 
stand up to close scrutiny from the point of view of network 
integrity, it is useful in explaining the proliferation of 
gadgets that could result from a wide open attachment policy. 
Electrical manufacturers have continually developed new 
appliances. Electric tooth brushes, snow blowers, hedge 
trimmers, can openers and even electric combs have made their 
appearance and achieved customer acceptance. The electrical 
industry has benefited from this introduction of new products 
and, in an unrestricted environment, many of the initial 
innovative advances in the terminal equipment field might 
similarly be of limited usefulness while still resulting in 
some benefits to the industry. 

On the other hand, a liberalized terminal attachment 
policy, which would attract other manufacturers in the tele-
communication supply area, could result in equipment being 
better designed at lower costs. Innovation and competition 
could lead to new uses, better methods, and new procedures 
which could stimulate the general  •use of telecommunications 
and help lower businesses' total operating costs. 
It would undoubtedly stimulate and help develop genuine new 
customer needs. Although the carriers themselves could 
greatly increase the amount of innovation by shortening their 
amortization periods, competition is more likely to 
provide the incentive needed. 

• A clear statement on interconnection policy holds 
certain attractions •for the carriers as well. This would help 
remove the threat of case by case decisions being made in the 
courts involving any legal disputes concerning the inter-
connection of privately owned equipment to the public networks. 
Customer ownership removes for the carriers some of the risks 
of obsolescence. The use of shorter planning horizons 
together with a greater number of penalty-type leases and lease-
purchase options may help reduce to an extent some of the 
carriers capital requirements. Alternative sources of supply 
would disarm carrier critics, who would be free to shop around 
for their terminal requirements. Finally, competition for the 
carriers could mean freedom from regulation in the competi-
tive area of their business. Substituting competition for regu-
lation would remove the limitations which have been imposed 
on the carriers' earnings. If the carriers were able to 
compete in all of their terminal operations on an equal basis 
with their competitors, there would be many cases in which they 

• 3 
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would have a competitive advantage at least at the start. By 
raising prices in some of these areas and vigorously competing 
(in price and service) with their competitors in others, they 
could minimize the financial impact due to erosion of their 
terminal business. 

One would expect, as competition increased and as more 
effort was put into satisfying existing and new customer needs, 
that the total amount spent on telecommunications might increase. 
This could provide new opportunities for employment and 
manufacturing  in Canada. but would create equal opportunities 
for off-shore manufacturers, many of whom -already market their • 
equipment in Canada, The exigencies of.the competitive 
climate-will  force carriers and attacher  -companies alike to 
purchase equipment at lowest possible price, which - will present . 
à continuing'challenge to the competitive ability af Canadian 
manufacturers. 

Many people who are presentlysatisfied with the cost,- 
variety,  and IeVel of  service  may be farced to .pay-mOre.to 
support ,those who want more innovation and choice:' '.There are 
a number of factors which:Could contribute to such a sitliation: . - 

1) Under competition, subsidization would tend to 
disappear - in that competitive-services would . - 	•- 
tend to function on a.self-compensatory 'profit-1 
and-loss - baSis. Competitors would tend to enter 

. into those areas  of' thé business where the cross- 	- 
Subsidies: (and the profits) are the higheat. -  
New competitors, If unrestricted, would abviously 
concentrate in 'geographic,and equipment areas where • 
the prolits were highest and therefore "skim-the-cream" 
off, the.more lucrative parts of the business. . To 
compete the carriers'would be forced to lowersome 
prices and to raise other prices in order to recover 
such losses, 	

. 
 

2) As new, models proliferate, equipment would be written 
off in a shorter period of time in order to offset a 
higher rate of obsolescence, 

3) As new uses materialize, and the number and variety 
of customer terminals increases, there will ob-
viously be an increase in the usage of the 
carriers' local and toll switching facilities. 
However, the cost to the carrier of providing 
additional switching equipment could be more 
than offset by an increase in toll revenue, 
particularly if carriers can continue their 
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past performance  in reducing, long- distance 
rates . , 

The carriers, whose business has been built on 
the principles of cross-subsidization and price 
averaging, may find it difficult to apply the 
full costs of innovation on those who want it. 
There is the danger that, even if appropriate 
mechanism could be designed, at some point 
the temptation to put some of the costs on 
to the larger body of users might prevail, 

5) Other areas in which there may be higher costs 
are: 

i) research and development, 
•ii) the development of standards, 

iii) certification of equipment, 
iv) licensing of interconnect companies, 
v) co-ordination, 

vi) inspection. 

These costs are, however,,  labour intensive and 
in  some sénse'can be,conSidered  a plus since:they . 
may increase-employment. 	. 

There:are' éeveral bther problemè which one Muét:consider 
in some of the optionà. 'There is the .danger thatiU.Some  of  

• the options there will:be an attenUation of Canadial'1. control . 
of telecommuniCation services. • Some of the competition -wOul . d 
be in 'the form of foreign made'equipment -. : This  would have 
implications for Canadian manufacturers 

Some impairment of . service could occur unless there is 
co-operation between interconnect company . énd carrier. Under 
some of the optioné, certain services and apparatus might mot 
be available on the samè basis to.everyone..'Under -  a fully• 
competitive structure, there woUld - be.no compulsion for any - 
interconnect company to provide all services on the samè basis 
everyone in all Parts of the country. Divided responsibility 
for installation and maintenance could.cause .  delays and .  com-
plications for cuStomers.(i.e. the possible need . .to deal with 
two or more companies). 

Under-competition, the traditional stability .of the . 
carriers will he affected. As the demand for highly trained 
technicel people inéreases; the carriers  could be faced with 
some  attrition in their skilled personnel. • 

•• • 	5 
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The liheralization of to-dayls foreign attachment 
policy will inevitably impose several-problems for the 	. 
carriers and the regulatory authorities with 'regard to  the: 
effect that a change in policy might .  have on rate structures. 
New* tariffs may bè required for those.categories of sub- . 
scribers owning their own equipment or leasing equipment from 
some interconnect coMpany. Eventually, new tariffs may have 
to be deVised to . recognize the frequency, -  length of haul and, 
duration of calls - of a local as well as a tolL'call 
for certain çategories of subscribers (e.g. computer. utilities 
and their subscribers, etc.) 	 • 

• 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS  

The technical considerations included in the prerequisites 
of the carriers are covered in • detail in the reports of the 
Telecommission Study, the N.A.S. investigation and the report 
prepared by Dittberner Associates. In essence these reports 
stress four potential harms, the most challenging, in terms of 
foreign attachments, being network signalling and control. 

„ If carriàrs lose end to end . control - over communications,. 
care must be taken to guard against the.f011owing problema. 	• 
IMproper network control signalling, of both the addressing 	, 

-and supervisory types, can cause . waateful  use of central 
offiée ,. transmission and administrative facilities. -  Failtire 
to provide proper addressing information, either, by incorrect 

.pulses, foreign currents, noise or- excessive amplitude, results 
in wrong numbers, second trial failures of equipment, repeated 
call attempts and a .high  ratio of uncompleted calls, CUlmina-
ting in excessive maintenance expense, central office overloads' 
and customer dissatisfaction. . Carrier  Switching Centers are 
engineered to provide a particular grade of traffic services 
based on expected busy hour traffic loads. When busY- hour 
traffic loads occur-which are greater than the expected leVel, - 

 the  gradé of service declines. Improper netwOrk control'sig-
nailing can serve .  to increase the overall traffic load (through 
wrong numbers, incOmpleted calls, etc.) on the system at any 
siven point in time. The effect that faulty netWork control-
signalling can have on the network during busy hour periods' 
is  cumulative and builds up' at.a greater than linear rate. • 	. 

Examples:  

(1) Transmission of improper multi-frequency aignal-
ling from touch-tone devices can unnecessarily 
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tie up the originating registers in a central 
office. In this  case,  the originating regiétér 
ignores the faulty signal and usually.times—out 
causing the customer to return to dial tone, 

(2) There ip:a greater Potential . for disriiption of 
the networkIthrough the introduction of'faulty - 
dial7pUlse (rotary dials) addressing signals 
into the central office switching mechenisM. 
In this.case, a certain 'degree-of call com-
pletiOn.  Will occur, i.e. call 'completed 
to a wrOng number,.or, whére-ho àuch . number 
exists,, the'caller will receive a re—order 
Signal,. reach intercept position, or, in the . 
case of'insufficient digits, receive nothing: 

Faulty network Control signalling can-also- result in 
annoyance to other Users and the - .improper billing- of . tpli 
charges. 

Terminal  equipment must be designed to provide acceptable 
transmission . when connected,to : various types of local loops.. 

• Equipment must be designed'for the transmission  zone inWhich 
it is located,,or in other words,: must be'comPatible with, 
the network design involved. 

Input of excessive Power into the telecommunicàtion 
network can cause transmission quality impairments of.various 
.degrees.  Excessive  power induces various signals in adjacent • 
channels, both in . cable  or carrier systems. Probably the : 

. most common of thèse is cross talk. Thesame effect  cari  be 
càused by a failure on the 'part of the interconnectiOn user 
to.adequately maintain the longitudinal balance of the local 

. loop. 

The above indicates that the analogy to a hydro electrical 
system requires considerable qualification. A defect in an 
electric stove cannot affect the entire electrical system, 
whereas a defect in communication terminal equipment can 
adversely affect other users of the network. 

In spite of this consideration, however, there is little 
to indicate that customer provided equipment will operate 
less well than carrier provided equipment, provided type 
approval programs and maintenance standards are adequate. 
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It iS quite likely that these necessary functions can be 
adequately performed by other than carriers. 

-Telecommunications and electronics.expertise is no 
longer the monopàly of the carriers and their traditional 
suppliers. Many Companies have the ability.to engineer, 
furnistuand install.equipmént to. meet  the  most exacting car-' 
rier and Custômer'requirements. 

Provided, therefore, that performance standards- are 
developed for terminal equipment, and soMe form of .certifica-
tion or type approval is mandatory, the quality of'equiPment . 

 to be connected to the carrier network can be assured, with-
out the . necessity for'protectiVe interface devices (couPlers). • : 

If protective interface . devices tinder control of the . 
. carrier are not mandatoryi good maintenance-of Customer oWned 

equipMent Must be aasured. In aome Countries, where -a degree - 
of customer dwnership prevails, the maintenance remains With 

•  the carriers.throUgh a mandatorY maintenance cOntraCt. 

'Traffic standards and traffic load eValuatiOn,' With,. 
the assurance that terminal equipment secured from . other 
than carrier sources meets the Customer needs:for- both inward 
and outwardCalling loads , is another:presentcarrier_respon-
sibility whichprésumably, must be performed by:others in 
a competitive envirOnment.. 	- 

Having developed sdme appreciation' of thetechnical' 
problems, we now turn to the economic  and  social aspects . 

. involved in liberalization of policies controlling intercon'-- 
nection of terminal equipment. 	. 	 • 

ECONOMLQ_AND SOCIAL ASPECTS  

As previously noted, liberalization involves controls, 
for -  the magnitude of the estimated present'and projected 
'investment in terminal equipment in Canada ($1 billion today, 
an . estimated $3 billion by:1980) could becoMe stifticiént 
to diaturb the -financial stability of the regulated carriers --
and to have detrimental effects on the Canadian teletommuni-
cations. manufacturing Industry, unless appropriate interCon-
.néction policies f.are deveroped.. Carriers will be seeking 
capital in the order .  of three-billion dollars i n .  the course 
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of the next five years for plant expansion and replacement, 
plus mandatory long term debt payments. This could turn 
out to be a conservative figure, especially if the demand 
•for new and diversified terminal equipment develops traffic 
patterns and changing message parameters which impose increased 
traffic loads on carrier networks. The carrier's total 
capital requirements of approximately 10 7. of the capital 
being found annually from Canadian resources looms large 
in appraising the impact of customer ownership of terminal 

•equipment. If the quantity of customer provided equipment 
proved to be only a small percentage of the whole, then the•

capital relief would be limited. The U.S. interconnect penet-
ration with open competition for all terminal equipment, 
(somewhat restricted by the rental cost of couplers) in 1971 
was only 0.8% and in 1972 is estimated to  finish  at 1.1% 
of the total plant on customer premises. 

If we consider only PBX's and associated extensions 
as being in the competitive market, estimates for Canada 
show capital requirements for carriers being reduced by 
about $2 million in 1973 and about $25 million in 1975. 
These estimates are based on U.S. forecasts. However, should 
a workable solution for liberalization be developed which 
proves attractive to a large percentage of customers, relief 
from capital needs by the carriers may become more substantial. 

Carriers present marketing policy of retaining control 
of almost all the equipment required to produce communication 
service may pose prohlems under increased liberalization. 
They do not require customers to rent the equipment for any 
specified period of time (except for some large or special 
installations). Thus the carriers not only finance the equip-
ment but they bear the risk of removal and obsolescence. In 
order to keep up with the demand for innovation and provide it 
at rates "equivalent" to any outside competitors, the carriers 
might find it necessary to raise the price of • sorne other ser-
vice (either basic or premium). This could mean that basic 
or premium services would subsidize those who desire innova-
tion. A second possible approach would be to develop new rate 
structures for access lines to customer provided equipment 
which would compensate for increases in depreciation expense. 

There are several sectors in the equipment area where 
competitive suppliers.could p.rovide equipMent at lower Cost 
than the carriers . because . of the' carriers policy of- price 
averaging.  If the . carriers ccintinued . to he regulated and 
were required to provide a càmplete range of service >  in,all 
areas'and competitors.wère - alloWed to • select only,the high 

• 9 
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profit, low-cost items and concentrate on the large urban 
centres, and on the lucrative "low cost of installation" 
PBX offerings, ignoring the scattered remote areas, then 
competitors would be practising "cream-skimming" .(the practice 
of selecting a competitive area in which only high profit 
items are at stake). This practice could affect the balance 
of the existing rate structures; therefore the resolution of 
the cream skimming problem becomes a major issue for consid-
eration in selecting interconnection options. 

Raving discussed at some length the general factors 	. 
which will impact to some degree on anY of the options described 
in Section 4, we can now turn to a discussion.of-the pros 
and cons of each option. The discussion  represents. a ,compendium 
of views gathered from a variety of sources. .The "pros and. 
cons" of the various options are evaluated not only in'terms 
of the constraints introduced earlier  but  also a number of . 
other considerationssuch .  as variety . ancUinnovation,rate 

• structures, public protection, cOntror, ease . of iMpleMentation, 
• etc. 

First, some general remarks are in order. The Depart-
ment did not receive sufficient quantitative information, 
either from the carriers or users of a sort which would 
unequivocally rank the cost-benefits of one option over any other. 
Information on the rationale of actual or contemplated tariffs; 
the anticipated degree of penetration, substitution and market 
stimulation by major segments of apparatus; the nature of 
degree and return on investments; the cost of hardware; pos-
sible foreign penetration; and many other issues, althciugh 
requested, were not provided. In some instances no explana-
tion for failure to produce data was given. In other cases 
it was intimated that specific information taken out of con-
text could be improperly used. Often it was stated that 
information in the form required for analysis was not available. e 

In general the inquiry has benefited by extensive partisan 
opinion formulated in qualitative terms. What quantitative 
data was received 'was insufficient to prove any hypothesis 
or disprove any other. With these qualifying remarks an 
analysis of the options follows: 

1. THE STATUS QUO  

This option meets all of the constraints listed in 
Section 3. There is however, evidence to indicate that the 
carriers have not provided the diversity and choice required 
by the public. 

... 10 
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(Option - Status Quo continued) 

There is always some temptation to leave the present 
situation alone. The cost of telephone service is low; 
service is generally available and reasonably good in most 
parts of the country; quality is generally high; Canadian 

. control of research, design, and manufacturing remains 
intact, and regulation is undisturbed. In summary, the 
many problems which would be introduced by liberalizing the 
foreign attachment policy would be avoided. 

Yet, the status quo, as described earlier, contains 
rigidities and limitations on innovation that are not satis-
factory at least to some segments of the public. Restrictions 
on the attachment of customer owned equipment encourage 
illicit attachment of these devices. As well, current 
restrictions afford little relief to entrepreneurs anxious 
to tap the foreign attachment market. In any event, preser-
vation of the status quo may be somewhat illusory in that 
changes occurring both in carrier policy and in the attach-
ment of devices clandestinely without benefit of any general 
policy, may necessitate the application of more stringent controls. 

2. THE MODIFIED STATUS QUO  

This option is really a range of options designed to 
remedy ,  the principal defect (i.e. insufficient variety and 
innovation) of the status quo. In its weakest form, it 
entails little more than the intent that the carriers will 
voluntarily broaden their list of tarif fed items on a purchase 
or lease basis. In its strongest form, it would be mandatory 
for the carriers to provide, install and maintain any terminal 
equipment requested by any customer, provided only that the•
equipment requested has received "type approval" by an organ-
ization established for this express purpose. 

The carriers would offer a wide range of terminal 
equipment as tariffed items, featuring products from many 
manufacturers. The attachment of non-tariffed or special 
items not included in the product lines would be allowed, 
when requested by the user, provided they met the specified 
technical criteria. When the demand for a non-tariffed item 
reached a viable level, it would be adopted as a tariffed 
item by the carrier. The user, therefore, should be given 
a much wider choice in equipment to meet his particular needs. 
All costs incurred 'by'  the carrier in procuring, installing 
and maintaining special equipment, plus a reasonable return 
on investment, would be borne by the customer ,  employing such 
equipment. 

... 11 
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(Option - Modified Status Quo continued) 

Assuming the carriers were fully prepared to make 
this option work, this alternative could go a long way towards 
meeting many of the henefits of a freer interconnection policy. 
Users would be given a wider choice of terminal equipment 
and associated service features which they may lease or own. 
The rate of innovation might be stepped up and all manufact-
urers/suppliers could have an opportunity to participate 
by competing for a share of the market. But most of all, 
it would guarantee uninterrupted continuance of the high 
standard of service which is currently available throughout 
Canada. 

Since the carriers would, under this option, continue 
to install and maintain all terminal equipment, preservation 
of the integrity of the network would appear to be Ino. problem. 
The costs of basic service should virtually remain undisturbed. 
The additional costs associated with the supply of a wider 
variety of terminal gear, including any higher rate of obsol-
escence, would be paid by those who want it. Service would 
continue to be available to everyone everywhere, as at present, 
and the rental charge and the selling price would be reason-
ably uniform throughout the carrier's operating territory, 
that is, the principle of price averaging would likely con-
tinue to he employed. Federal/provincial regulatory -Jurisdic-
tion would remain undisturbed. The essential aspects of . 

Canadian control would be maintained since the carriers would 
continue to exercise a very high degree of Canadian control 
over ,  the telecommunications system. 

On the other hand, it might be argued that this option 
is just "too little" - and does not provide enough of a change 
from the status quo. Under the weakest variation of the 
option, it might be just too much to expect the carriers 
to voluntarily move enough in the direction of greater choice 
and variety. Even under the strongest variant of this option, 
where the carriers would be compelled by legislation, if 
necessary, to supply, install and maintain certified terminal 
equipment requested by a customer, the carriers might be 
tempted to discourage such requests. They could "drag their 
feet", in spite of the customer's right of appeal. 

This option would place a number of additional strains 
on the carriers. They would require, and might be authorized 
by the regulatory bodies, to adopt faster write-off periods 
for terminal equipment in order to make possible a higher 
rate of innovation. This would increase the carriers' need 
for capital. As the carriers expand the number of , items 
carried, they might not have sufficient technical know-how 

12 
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(Option - Modified Status Quo continued) 

to properly service the increased variety of equipment, and 
training would become a larger problem. Retaining their 
monopoly, in the terminal area, would continue to put the 
carriers in the position of being the only one to whom people 
could go. As such, they would continue to come into much 
warranted and unwarranted criticism. Because of the immense 
size of some carrier organizations, they might not be flexi-
ble enough to handle the many "non standard" requests effic-
iently and effectively - causing in some cases hard feeling 
on the customer's part and abnormally high costs for some 
items. 

Public reaction to,this option would likely be - somewhat - 
mixed. Although the general public. would likely . be  indifferent 
and apathetic, there might be elements within .the . buaineas 
community, and the industry as well, 'whowould feel"such .  
a decision was-a token gestute. 

Although increased 'competition 'would take place at .-  
the supplier/manilfacturer end, one might like to see'some 
expansion of their marketing 'effort into the "retail" trade; 
there is little doubt that the potential benefita of-competi-
tion would not be.as  great aa if there were .a ntimbet . of cOm-
peting businesses'marketing, installing and maintaining .teY-
minal apparatus. :  

There is also a problem of developing an appropriate 
rate structure. This involves leaving the cost of basic 
service undisturbed, providing for any additional costs to 
be paid by those who want innovation, and leaving the carriers' 
overall rate of return relatively undisturbed. 

It is perhaps worth noting, that in some Etiropean 
countries, where. carriers have access . to tesOurces .  greater 
than those available* to Canadian carriers,* they haVe . liberallzed 
interconnection :through paths roughly oompatable td the 
modified status quo . option described iherein. 	• f . ' 	' 

3. SELECTIVE DE-REGULATION  

This option is really-a family of options in which 
specific terminal devices or.types of . devices, in specific 
regiOns, serving. selected categories of usets, could be removed 

	 13 • 
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(Option - Selective De-regulation continued) 

at an acceptable  time from the regulation of telecommunications 
tariffs. Coincident with the removal of tariffs, - adequate 
competition Would be introduced as a substitute  for  price 
regUlation.' 

The following attributes are common to all variants 
of this option: 

(a) all entrants would be licensed, 

,(b) only -equipment that was type-approved for, 
compatibility with the:network cOuld be 

, 	attached, 

(c)' a new'rate structure may bé necessary . for-, 
access lines serving subscriber owned 
equipment.. It may.  require a system of: 
ratés which recogniies• the.frequency of 
use, duratiôn of call  and: 	involved, - ànd 

(d) the transmissiàn, switching and distribution 
functions.,would 'remain under regulated 
monopoly àà• at' present. 	 • 

Under one variation of this option, entry would be 
limited to subsidiaries of existing carriers. This limitation 
would greatly facilitate the procedures associated with 
licensing firms to compete in the terminal equipment field 
and assures Canadian control. It may, however, linduly limit 
price competition by restricting severely the number of firms 
permitted to operate in the terminal equipment field. If the 
performance of the subsidiaries of the carriers was such that 
they were not providing the degree of variety and innovation 
necessary and the general level of prices was unsatisfactory, 
additional entry could be permitted. Clearly, it would be 
inappropriate to suspend price regulation unless competition 
were adequate. It might, for example, be deemed appropriate 
to commence price de-regulation with one type of terminal 
equipment where sufficient competition exists. This might 
start only for installation in regions above a certain size 
and for specified categories of users. 

Under another variation of this option, carriers could 
operate in the terminal equipment field through licensed 	• 
subsidiaries or Companies whose operationi would be•Split-off 
from the regulated sWitching, distribution and transmission 
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(Option - Selective De-regulation continued) 

operations of the regulated company. Entry of additional 
interconnect companies would be controlled by the same 
licensing procedure as for the carrier's subsidiaries which 
could take into account such_things as the adequacy of 
resources, infra-structure, technical competence, the size 
of the market and the scope of apparatus offered. This option 
also requires the establishment of some organization or group 
to develop interface standards, certify and approve terminal 
equipment, and enforce approved procedures for installation, 
acceptance and maintenance. The carriers would have the 
right to disconnect "for cause" and such decisions would 
be open to appeal. De-regulation in the context of this 
discussion relates only to price. It does not imply that 
other aspects ) such as standards for equipment and maintenance, 
are exempted from surveillance. 	 » 

The word "selective"'referS to -a- nuMber of -possibilities 
availableunder this  option  to obtain the degree:of de- 	. 	. 
regulation desired. Any combination  of. types of equipment, 
applicable . to* .any- class.of service, for . any geographical.area, • 
could be selected under'one or more of the following.three 
basic  headings. 

A. Sele.ctive with respect to Apparatus  

Clearly, the de-regulation of tariffs could be done 
selectively, and on . a phased basis with respect to certai n . 
items or classes cd equiPment. .The de-regulation of tà.riffS 
with respect to all - apparatus_might-be'impractic -able.. 

In order to pxoVide some feeling for thé problem, we , 
can categorize terminal apparatus under- the following Major . 

 headings:.  

i) General .Telephone Accessories  

This represents a potential market of two hundred 
' and fifty.milli9n dollars serving possibly one 
million users. It would include such items as 
answer back -devices, amplifiers for the deaf, 
recorders,-acoustic  and inductive couplers, 	: 
alarms ., decôrator telephones,, and sb on. 

•-• •• 	15 
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(Option - Selective De-Regulation continued) 

ii) Record  Message Services  

This.category encompasses about 40,000 
de\iices, now in existence, and cover's 
such  items • as teletYPewriters, facSimile,• - etc. 

iii) Mobile Services  

This class, in,cludes devices to permit 
talking ovet . radio facilities às well 
as remote paging. Including taxis and . 
all forms  of mobile. radio:services;.it.. 
currently eXceed'è 100,000 devices . . 

iv) Multi-Station Systems  

This covers all forms of private switching 
systems located on customer premises. 	They 
provide a switching and concentration faci-
lity, either manual or automatic. For 
purposes of classification, it includes all 
forms of terminal apparatus and related 
features in and behind the switching equip-
ment. They vary in complexity from 10 lines 
to large switching systems similar in size 
and function to some telephone exchanges. 
There are approximately 20,000 such devices 
(carrier owned) in service today. 

v) Computer and Computer Peripherals  

These devices form a very important category•
of equipment with their own special problems, 
They are, in fact, already being studied 
within a selective framework as a sequel to the 
CCCTF report. It is, nevertheless, recognized 
that a large number of computer peripheral 
devices may be general purpose devices, utilized 
for computer access as one or even a 
minor one of their uses. Uniform sets of rules 
and practices relating to such general peri-
pheral attachments is within the scope of the 
present inquiry. 
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(Options - Selective. De-Regu,Iation continued) 

B. Selectivity with Respect to locality  

Under the Selected De-regulation option, rates for 
specific items or classes of service could be de-regulated 
with respect to price in some localities and not in others. 
It is unlikely that one uniform policy could be developed for•
all regions which would be equally beneficial and acceptable 
in all localities. Considering the various provincial jur-
isdictions involved, it would be difficult to get acceptance 
of one uniform policy right across the country. For example, 
a certain device could be de-regulated in one province but 
not in another and in one jurisdictional area but not in 
another. 

C. Selectivity with Respect to CatesoLy of Users  

The.Selective De-Regulation option recognizes that 
certain categories'of users might bè restricted from dealing 
with other than carriers fôr certain items or classes of 
equipment, while other categories of userà are not; and ' 
that. this policy could vary-from one region to the next..'. 
Thus, for instance, residence customers could be treated 
differéntly . from . business customers;,«institutions 
hospitals) differently, than large.businesses; and the publi c . 

 sector differently than the private sector. For. example ., - 
 prices'could be de-regulated with respect to àome: deviceS. 

for institutions and government.in  Ontario but niit.for . 
other business customers. 

D. Illustration of Selective De-Regulation  

Diagram V-1 is useful in conveying the high degree 
cif flexibility associated with this option. The "category 
of user" axis includes, for example, such sub-categories as 
hospitals, hotels, police, etc. under "Institutions". The 
"terminal equipment axis" is broken down into five categories 
mentioned on the chart. The axis labelled "Geographic 
Location" could refer to regions, e.g. Southern British 
Columbia. The example depicted by the shaded three dimen-
sional box, indicates a situation where a mobile service is 
freed from price regualtion in a specific location for 
institutional use only. 	 • • • 7 
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(Option - Selective De-Regulation continued) 

E. General Discussion of Selective De-Regulation  

Price de-regulationhas recently occurredto a verY 
limited degree in connection with private mobile service 	. 
where à cuatomeris,now'permitte&to own his:Mobile equipment; 
interconnected to the carrier network-as a customer  Of 2 
the carrier. 

One of the chief features of this approach is the degree 
of innovation and choice that would be .introduced .  to the 
customer. As the carriers' monopoly is gradually replaced- 

. by a competitivà environment, the variety . and features ava“- 
. able to the public should become greater, In, thèse 'areas 	' 
of the terminal equipment field where innOvation has been . 
slow and where prices are relatively high compared tô côsts 
(i.e. those which today Crosssubsidize.other areas of the 
carriers' business), prices could come down. 	. 

. 	Flexibility and the capability of implementing this.... 
option piece-meal and gradually, as required, is anôther 
important merit 'of this Plan.. This option recogniZés that :the.- 
same approach at a:given point in time'..may not be approPriate - 
for ali localities' with respect to'all custômers  or for  all 
categories of terminal equipment. It further - reCognizes 
that some variation within this option space entails_substan7 : 
tial departures from the.status quo.. Accordingly, disruption 
might be minimized by a gradual implementation process, 

Too, with a greater number of competing firma, it 
would be expected that there would be a greater degree  'of 
flexibility ,  in meeting new customer needs. There wouldq3rob-
ably be'a high degree of specializatiàn,.and less . .pressure 
would be placed on the carriers to become. expert in all 
systems and terminal equipment. 

Public reaction would probably be. favourable from  thé 
standpoint that there would be a . greater:variety of terminal 
equipment from Which . to Choose and a larger number 'of . firms 
with which to deal. - . Suppliers•should react favôtirably - aince 
this could expand their potential markets,. 

.... 
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(Option - Selective De-Regulation continued 

The integrity of the public switched . networks would 
be protected. With the .development and  enforcement of adequate 
standards for equipment.and-maintenance, including interface. • 
specifications, there shoilld not be any 'serious.network . 	• 
probleMs. 

Although the need for additional capital would increase 
in total, it should take'some pressure off the carriers' 
own requirements. However, the aMount of capitaLthat the 
carriers would save:relatiVe .to their'other'requirements 
wOuld probably be  nominal in the'early stages. 

Under the more competitive variations of this  option, 
there may be some tendency,to dilute the existing degree . of 
Canadian ownershipand Control, as pressure topurchase at . 
the lowest  possible. price would be intensified.. 

Such dilution might be controlled to some degree 
thrOugh licensing reqUirements for'interconnect.firma:end. 
type approval reqUirements , for'terMinal equipment. 

The selective de-regulation option requires considerable 
co-ordination amongst diffeent levels of government and 
the telecommunications industry. Additional variety in 
terminal equipment and possible increases in maintenance 
costs may generate some increase in the total costs of 
communications. However, additional variety and flexibility 
will be gained. All options, other than the status quo, entail 
some increase in costs as the price of variety. There is 
little to indicate that the additional costs associated with 
the selective de-regulation option are significantly greater 
than the additional costs associated with the other options. 
In part this is the case because the flexibility of this 
option permits the avoidance of excessive increases in cost. 
If, for example, it was suggested that price de-regulation of 
some classes of terminal equipment in a particular geographic 
area be effected but it became apparent, through detailed 
examination that installation and maintenance cost would rise 
drastically under competition, the suggestion could be denied. 

4. GENERAL PRICE DE-REGULATION  

This option represents the extreme end of the Selective 

... 19 
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(Option - General Price De-Regulation continued)  

De-regulation option. All terminal equipment would be price 
de-regulated in the entire territory of the regulated carrier 
and would apply to all subscribers and to all categories of 
service. As before, equipment would be type approved and 
provision would be made for suitable installation and maintenance 
procedures to assure the integrity of the networks. The 
carriers would "split-off" the terminal segment into a 
subsidiary company which would compete on the same basis as 
any other certified interconnect company. 

One would expect greater innovation and choice through 
the entry of more interconnect companies. With a greater 
number of competing firms, there would likely be a greater 
degree of customer satisfaction. Public reaction (apart from 
negative effects of any possible price increases) should be 
positive. The integrity of the public switched networks 
would still be protected. This option could have the 

• advantage of taking even more pressure off  •the carriers' 
requirements for capital. 

Important disadvantages of this option are that it 
"rides roughshod" over regional differences, makes no 
provision for a gradual departure from the existing situation 
and encourages a greater degree of market penetration by 
foreign suppliers. Accordingly, resistance might be expected 
from some regions. Variation in prices between areas could 
be considerable, and might prove somewhat confusing and 
difficult to explain, especially to those who move frequently. 
Some additional relaxation of Canadian control would likely be 
required to assure sufficient competition in all geographical 
areas and in respect to all types of terminal equipment. 

Some aspects of maintenance might be even more difficult 
to control under this option, and identifying and correcting 
complaints would likely become more involved. The risk of 
producing unwanted results in some geographical areas may ,  be 
considerable. Service may not be uniform and available equally 
in  ail parts of  'a  carrier's territory. The practical problem 

of developing standards, certification, acceptance, etc. would 
be very significant because of the variety and types of 
equipment involved. It might be expected that either incomplete 
and insufficient standards and controls would be developed, 
or the implementation of this option would have to be delayed 
until such problems were satisfactorily resolved. This could 

take considerable time. This option could result in a 

further loss in jurisdictional control. Once implemented, any 
unwanted results would be extremely difficult to correct. 

... 20 
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5. LIMITED LAISSEZ-FAIRE  

In this Option, anyone wishing to cOmpete:with  the 
carriers in stipply , of terminal equipment would bè'allowed 
to do so on an unregulated basis with respect to price. 
The carriers.would continue, hOwever, to be regulated-both . 
for  their publicnetwork as - wellas their términal.operations 
as at present. No.requirement for entry Would be imposed. 
Nor would any standards Or procedures be developed to preclude. 
the sale or rental:of any inferior equiPment to the Public . , 
Any terminal apparatns, - :regardless of its quality, whether 
inferior Or superior to the Standards:for the-equipment 	. 
supplied by . the carriers,-must be attached to the public 	- 
networks through a "coupler". 	. 	• 	- 

This variant is similar to the current situation in the 
U.S. 	Although this option has tied the hands of the A.T.&T. 
in that it must play under different rules than its com-
petitors in the terminal equipment field, inroads into the 
A.T.&T.'s domain have been modest to date. However, it 
cannot be safely inferred that similar results would come 
about in Canada, under similar conditions. Canada's 
largest carrier • is less than one-tenth the size of A.T.&T. 
and its financial strength is, accordingly, much less. It does 
not appear that the Canadian carriers have resources sufficient 
to wage an unequal battle of this type, particularly if 
large, unregulated multi-national corporations are free 
to enter the Canadian market for terminal equipment. 

6. UNRESTRICTED LAISSEZ-FAIRE  

The Unrestricted Laissez-faire option completely eliminates 
all forms of regulation from the terminal equipment field. 
All competitors would compete on an unregulated basis with 
one another. The "arms -length" subsidiary of the carriers 
would operate on a separate basis from the switching, 
distribution, and transmission operations. No requirements 
would be imposed on the entry of any new company into the 
market, and no standards would be imposed on any terminal 
equipment. Terminal equipment could be leased or purchased, 
Terminal apparatus attached to the carriers' networks, 
must be connected via a coupler leased from the carrier 
involved. 

This system has several advantages, the chief one being 
the degree of innovation and choice made available to the 
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(Option - Unrestricted Laissez-Faire continued) 

general public. With a wider range of Canadian and imported 
apparatus, the user would virtually have nnlimited'choice: 
This cciuld spur  innovation in Canada, to some extent. 
On the other hand,:the  influence of  foreign comPetition could 
have a debilitatingeffect on Canadian induitry. . • . 

With the increased scope of eqUipment and Suppliers to 
choose from, It would appear that some.business:cuatomers . in 
particular wOuld be attracted to siich:an option.  This  Should 
tend to stimulate Fhe telecommunications industry  and  give 
rise to new  services. As the.number of entrants Increased, -  . 
the competitiOn.for.the users telec'ommtinication dolla r .  should 
spur the various oompanies to Provide better service and to 
Meet the customers' - needs. • 

Under this option; the potential Costs for, the develoPment 
of standards., certification, etc. would disappeàr,_ The require-
mentà for capital,'although more in total -, would'be sPread 
among  more  companies. The need for some ,of this:capital-would 
shift to other countries where,some . .of the .manufacturing w6uld 
'take place. 	. 	 . 

• • . 	 . 

If one does not consider the effects of, any pOssible - 
increases in costs to the customer, - public reaction Should be 
positive.' No longer'would 'the customer have only'one cOmpanY 
with which to deal. Some of the warranted:and 'unwarranted : • • 
Criticism of the carriers Wciuld dIsappear,.,and there:would be 
segments within the 'indnstry which, would welcome the OPportunity .  
to compete in this-area. 

On the other hand, a number of problems may develop 
under this option. Experience in the U.S. Suggests.that some 
smaller interconneCt firms are likely to fail.' This situatiàn -
may lead to  maintenance  difficulties, lack Of spare parts' r ' 

etc., with reSuiting public dissatisfactiOn. Although ,th e . 
 integrity.of the network would not be.threatened because 

couPlers would be'mandatory,'thia'would add -to thecostof 	- 
the customer. 

There would be some loss of Canadian conttol, Since 	. 
equipment.would be purchased at the lowest price' regardleas 
of country of origin. If a large.proportion of equipment was' 
procured offshore- this would probably diminish the R. & D. and 
innOvative.capabilities of Canadian manufacturers'. eiven the 
number and'size of multi-national corporations Capable of 
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(Option - Unrestricted Laissez-Faire continued) 

exploiting the Canadian market, compared with the size and 
number of Canadian counterparts, it is possible that the' 	• 
supply Sector would be dominated by a few multi-national enter-
prises in a short period of time. It wduld therefore be of . 
some concern that, in any'de-regulation strateY, associated • ' 
steps be taken to, assure.Canadian industry an equal .chance 
and that reciprocity develop in the case of foreign 'supply. 

Some aspects of service might be worse under this option. 
For instance, with a larger number  •of interconnect companies, 
the problems of identifying, correcting and assigning 
responsibility for trouble would become more serious. In 
some parts of the country some services would not be 
available since no company would be obligated - to provide it. 
Rates would be set more in relation to costs, therefore, the 
costs of some services might rise while others fell. 

SUMMARY 

The benefits and costs of the liberalization of the 
foreign attachment policy are difficult to appraise. The 
Department doeà not possess sufficient evidence, either 
from the U.S. situation or elsewhere to suggest that wide-open 
interconnection is generally wanted and would produce 
significant benefits. It does, however, possess evidence that 
a change in the existing situation is required and that 
greater choice and innovation is desirable. It is within 
the fabric of our society and our makeup to believe, and 
with some justification, that competition begets innovation, 
and innovation in this context will eventually erovide for_ 
the user the choice and diversity that exists in most other 
business sectors. 

The evidence and arguments put forth seem to point to 
the gradual liberalization of interconnection together with 
the greater degree of choice and innovation which could develop. 
Everything points to the necessity of maintaining the integrity 
of the networks through proper standards and controls without 
the use of couplers. Today the standards are high and are 
controlled by the carriers themselves. The essential challenge 
is to develop a policy which would allow for a greater degree of 
innovation and choice and which would result in any additional 
cost being born by those who benefit. If it is decided that lib-
eralization is desirable in order to create more choice and 
innovation, the question seems to be whether it should be 
accomplished inside or outside a regulated structure. 
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SECTION VI 

die  following prospectus- is intended tb advance the • 
inquiry and develop  recommandations  leading tO acceptable-. 
agreements on  interconnection by concentrating oh specific 
groupsor  catégories of terminal .equipment. It Can be 
assumed that a liberalization of policY permitting, inter- - 

 connection of terminal equipment will not be uniform in all 
parts of Canada due to jurisdictional variations.  An option , 
which may work well in Ontario  may fail to meet the needS of ' 
another province. The eledted governmentswill,. therefore,' 
be required to  select the approaCh best siiited to public , 
needs. 

• This working paper sets the stage for Phase II , the 
first part of which involves intra-goverhment and inter- - 
governmental discussions. The purpose of. these  discussions.  
will be to develop policies tailored to both provincial and 
national needs and , thereby establish the respective jurisdictional 
responsibilities of both levels.of sovernment:applicale_grider 
selected options. It is proposed.to  commence consultative 	- 
meetings with provincial regulatory authetities, in 146Vember . 
1972. 

These meetings will bè followed by consultations with 
carriers, users Sbd manufacturers to resolve thé many 	' 
operating problems involved. This portion of . the program 
has two objectives. First, the development of-an  acceptable  
format for the selection of specific types' of terminal equipment. 
for price de-regulation . and second, the preparation of such 
basic controls as network specifications, type apProvà1 
specifications ,and procedures, acceptance piocedures,. - traffic 
load control techniques, maintenance policies for nàn-carrier . 

•owned equipment' and the licensing of interconnect 
companies wherever these controls are deemed-eàsêntial. • 

Before-providing a structure"for 'the  Phase' II  program 
with associated explanatory remarks, it'is relevent to stress  
the delicate balances in the Complex area of communications.  
There are forces for change that must be recognized, (e.g.. 
the spill-over from the U.S. -  and the current defiànce by . 
entrepreneurs of.existing 'foreign-attachment regulations). 
On the other hand, studies of the intricate problems and ' • 
operating complications, encountered by Other coUntrieS in 	. 
administering a more liberal interconnection poliCy, màke 
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it clear that change must take place in an orderly .  fashion. 
Phase II, therefore, proposes to examine the actual needs 
•of Canadian communication users, the first step of which 
would involve segregating terminal devices according to 
their basic function. Using this approach, interconnection 
requirements and associated problems could be resolved 
in accordance with demand. Further analysis in Phase II 

•may well point to advantages in commencing price de-regulation 
of devices required by users that do not directly address 
the network. By selecting terminal devices which function 
only after the connection has been completed, the requirements 
and controls for a successful interconnection program could 
be established without the risk of costly  •and irrevocable 
mistakes which might develop if network addressing and control 
signalling were involved in the preliminary development of 
control methodology. In subsequent stages, as factual information 
and expertise are accumulated, the expansion of foreign attach-
ment privileges could be extended to include equipment which 
addresses the network. The concept of evaluating each group 
as a separate entity and developing interconnection specifica-
tions and procedures on a "one at a time" basis has merit and 
would help to assure that no degradation of communications 
develops due to lack of foresight and control. Accordingly, 
terminal equipment has been segregated into the operational 
categories outlined under Selective De-regulation as discussed 
in Section V. These categories are shown in chart VI-I on the 
following page, together with the associated work areas, 
involved in Phase 

• A brief outline oUthè componehts.of thé.work:re:quired . 
follows for each category of terminal equipment as siloWn on the 
chart. .In addition, separate work papèra:are'Preaent.lyl,beihg: 
prepared as guide" posts for future interconnectiOà . eolicieS 
for each categOry. .TheSé wCirk papers wiil:Provide .  detailed H, 
information on the constraints, problema ,and conaideraticina - H 
involved  in possible .interçonnectiothepgliIiC SWitChed„ 
networks of eqUiPment clàéàifiéd - under the 'Variàus'YOperaticiaal 
Categories, 	• 

OPERATIONAL CATEGORIES. 

General Telephone Accessories  

General telephone accessories can be divided into twp 
classes (1) Mechanical Attachments  and (2) ElectriCal Attach-
ments. -Electrical Attachments may be lurther suhdiVided,into 
a number:of types, (e.g. type  -1 - alarm aysteme;- :type  2-  - 
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telephone answering equipment; type 3 - loud speaking tele-
phones; type 4 - repertory dialers, etc.). Terminal equipment 
in this category represents a large potential market with 
considerable customer demand. Many terminal devices in this 
category are presently authorized for interconnection to the 
networks by some, if not all, major. carriers..  However, 
existing interconnection arrangements are through a carrier 
provided interface device. It is anticipated that on-going 
studies in Phase II will indicate many devices in this 
grouping which are desired by the public and which will 
provide experience as pilot projects for the establish- 
ment of interconnection techniques and controls. 

Record Message Services  

This category of terminal equipment has been selected 
for, individual study in the Phase II program because of the 
unique problems involved and the changing technology in record 
message transmitting and receiving. The group comprises 
teletypewriters, electric typewriters, facsimile and may 
involve a different set of interconnection requirements than for 
conventional voice equipment. 

Mobile Services  

The mobile  telephone and-aSsociated  radio pàg:ing systems 
represent a'rapidly.expanding and cOntrOver'sial terenal area 
which réquires stiecial attention to -meet Customer - needs in à 
controlled environment. 

Mobile radio as it currently exists can be divided into 
four general categories. These are the Public Mobile Tele-
phone Service (MTS), multi-user shared private mobile radio, 
private dispatch mobile radio and one-way radio paging (tone 
only and tone plus voice). The first of these is now provided, 
on a network interconnected basis by the telephone companies. 
Multi-user service is provided as a restricted public coin-
mercial service licensed as Restricted Common Carrier Mobile 
Radio Service (RCCMRS). PriVate dispatch radio is licensed 
on an individual basis as Private Commercial Service, and may 
be either on a shared channel or an exclusive use basis. One-
way radio paging is provided on an interconnected basis by 
many of the carriers and on a non-interconnected basis by 
private operators offering paging services to the public. 

• • • 4 
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Working papers will evaluate-the interconnection .of 
Private COmmercial Services, RCCMRS and one s waY - radià paging 
terminals to the public switched networks. A revieW 'of 
carrier provided MTS will also be included. 

Mobile radio systems must interface with the public 
networks through terminal facilities associated with a fixed 
base station. A variety of apparatus, ranging from simple 
acoustic devices, manually coupled, to elaborate hard-wire 
terminals providing fully automatic two-way signalling, are 
in existence. An objective of the Phase II Program will be 
to identify and categorize these devices for the purpose of 
developing interface specifications. It will be necessary 
to rely, heavily on the carriers for the provision of network, 
parameter information as a basis for establishing these inter-
face specifications. These specifications will serve as 
guidelines for mobile radio terminal manufacturers in the 
engineering, manufacture and quality control of attachment 
hardware. The relationships between interface specifications 
and the overall type approval program will be identified. 

In addition to the technical aspects, the regulatory 
considerations 6f-interconnected RCCMRS and ràdio.paging- . 
systems will bè dealt with. • These will provide -  a basis' 
for inter--government : consultations. • 

	

Traffic load capability, that is the availability of 	. 
facilities to handle peak loads on an acceptable'laSis, will 
also be'discussed. As part of this'discussion,'the_neèd  for., 
standards'will be developed as a basis for future consultations• 
with the industry. The responsibility for traffic studies. 	-. 
and , associated rèquirements will be highlighted. 	. 	• 

Multi-Station Systems  

These include PBX-PABX and the recently introduced 
PCABX, together with call directors, push button telephone 
systems, interphone systems etc. and the more complicated 
emergency reporting and alerting systems not included 
under general telephone accessories. Collectively, this group 
of terminal systems has received the most attention from 
entrepreneurs pressing for interconnection privileges, largely 
due to expected revenues involved. However, this category ,  of , 

terminal equipment represents, by and large, a combination 
of all the complexities of interconnection, both in terms of 
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specifications and overall control. The purpose of. the Phase 
II paper embracing this group of terminal equipment is to 
identify and segregate the problems and, in consultation with 
carriers and manufacturers, develop acceptable Lnterconnection 
criteria. It should he noted that the ultimate solution may 
well require more time to structure  : t han  that required ,for 
other groups previously identified, However, much 'of the know-
ledge and expertise secured from tackling the less complicated 
devices first will tend to simplify the more complex task of 
interconnection of multis-station systems. 

Computer and Computer Peripherals  

As previously mentioned in Section V, these devices 
form a very important category of equipment with their own 
special problems. They are, in fact, already being studied 
within a selective framework as a sequel to the Canadian Com-
puter Communications Task Force report. It, nevertheless, is 
recognized that a large number of computer peripheral devices 
may be general purpose devices utilized for computer access 
purposes as one or even a minor ,  one of their uses. Uniform 
sets of rules and practices relating to such general peripheral 
attachments is within the scope of the present inquiry. 

WORK PROGRAM  

The column  of  Chart VI-lheaded"Wo-rk Program" sets out 
'the:basic-tasks of Phase II'. It ia recogniZed that under 
certain options some or all of these work  aras  would not be 
required. However, all essential requirements which - may'be 
involved in any option are idédtified and the  workfre4nirements 
stipulated..  This  should enable the reader to'evalilate more.. , 
completely each option In terms ofspedific -contrOl require 
Menta. 

(1) Network Specifications  

A primary requirement prior to any expansion of inter-
connection rights to interconnect companies is the development 
and publication of "network specifications"; often referred 
to as carrier interface specifications. These specifications 
define the carrier policy, and the technical requirements of 
the networks in respect to particular ,  types of attachments. 
Usually these specifications are issued in two categories. 
The first category deals with specifications applicable to 
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equipment used for the transmission of speech. The second ' 
category deals with equiPment used for the transmission of 
record message services. In very abbreviated terms, these 
documents  inform interested parties as to Carrier policy, 
what can and what cannot be interconnected to their networks 
and under what conditions. •The specifications outline the 
procedure for securing permission to interconnect and- the 

. acceptance processes involved. Essentially, they outline ' 
the technical reqUirements, the responsibilities for updating 
to conform to carrier requirementé and - the rules governing 
changes, additions and deletions of authorized equipment. 
The general network specifications uaually refer to specific 
supplemental specifications which define the network requirements 
of specific types of equipment. These individual specifications 
are found necessary due to the variation in network requirements 
to effectively accept and - process the-various, types of signals -
for both inward and.outward signalling, transmission and call 
processing. 

Basically, the common carriers would stipulate precisely 
the "external" dimensions of.signals Which are acceptable for 
consignment and conveyance. Detailed description  of' the  inter-
face criteria neceséary to protect the network must be - estab-
lished. This involves various reqUirements for network control 

- signalling, voltages, longitudinal-  balance, return loss.and 
signal power. Some carriers have commenced  the preparatiOn, 
of these apecificaèions. Although .  different characteristics 
of different networks require variation in specifications, . 
standardization is deairable to the extent permitted by 
technical considerations. Firm decisions on interface 
techniques are  required. 

The carriers, in 'their specificatiOns, should clearly 
describe and specify the grade of service.they can:guarantee 
and accordingly must assume the responsibility for design' 	- 
specification, maintenance, control and other operating 
-functions relating to the handling of the signal in the 
course of  its conveyince. Carriers will be required to. 	. 

make whatever arrangements that might be reasOnably'neCessary to 
meet this responsibility. . 	. 

Consultative processes are required to develop, to . the 
extent practicable, network specificationé applicable to all . 

 Canadian networks. ' . . 

• • •..7 
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(2- ) Hardware Type Approval  

On the user side of the interface, hardware technical 
standards must be developed ..to ensure that the integrity of : 
the networks is maintained. The areas of. concern are 

. network control.signalling,.hazardous voltages and currents, 
undesirable crosstalk  and  noise,  and average  signal power.' 
The Department will Coordinate a joint carrier7induatry-
government working group to deyelopstandards, and a . quality 
assurance program inclilding . appropriate:methOds - and procedures 
to effect type-approVal of terminal devices. 

The techniCal standards should clearly define; for 
manufacturers .and for any authority which.may be Set up to 
type approve equipment,.the requirements for compatibility 
with the networkà under the varying conditions èntountered 
the marketplace, e.g, the variouà options required tb 4e built 
into  the product for:operation with Step 4y Step exchanges, • 
Crossbàr exchanges, EleCtronic Switéhing "Systerà exChangeS and 
their limitations when connected.to-veridus Manual aystems, 

The working papers in the Phase II program will trive 
to develop a background to facilitate agreement on the criteria 
to be established to ensure that any multi-station system 
consistent with the criteria specified will perform satisfactorily 
when interfaced with any presently known central office 
equipment through any properly designed loop configuration. The 
specifications ultimately prepared should prescribe the attri-
butes of the multi-station system involved. Consideration of 
terminal equipment, such as station sets, auto-dialers, data 
modems, teletype machines and other devices likely to be at-
tached to some of these systems, is essential. 

The specifications,developed in the hardware . tyPe ' 
approval program . should "spell Out" the basic requirements 
Prior to "type approval", e.g.,.  the  loop limita involved; the 
noise levels permitted; pOwer requirements .; grounclresistance 
protection, etc. 'Vs -daily type approval specifications also 
delineate what ia required from the manufacturer to describe 
the equipment submitted for certification  (e.g. manufacturers - 
.general specifications, facilities.providéd„oPtione provided; 
electriéal speciiications, power supply  and reqUireménts, ' , 
oPerating instructions, protection, 'circuit désCriPtion, 
installation. instructions, schematic'.prints, Maintenance 
and operating limitations), 

• 	8 
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Options affecting'network protection must be considered. 
An additional work area 'related to some types of Multi-station . 

 systems is the requirement for such things as tie lines and 	- 
tie trunks  • that interfac e . the netWork, E and Wsignaling for 
DID trunks, automatic.identification of outward dialing, etc. 

The requirements and'the methodology of type approval 
are complex problems  in .a  competitive environment where a 
substantial number of suppliers operate. Essentially the 
equipment must meet at least the minimum specifications 
established for the networks. However, the degree of compat-
ibility with various types of exchanges, traffic load carrying 
capacity, the relationship of trunks to locals, the flexibility 
of design change for addressing the network, and the various 
tones provided for call progress, etc., are controversial items 
which, under certain options would no longer be dictated by 
the carrier. For example, should a manufacturer elect to 
produce a terminal device which is operational only in a 
Step hy Step office, will it receive type approval or .  ‘must it 
be readily adaptable to any dial type exchange? What levels of 
transmission are mandatory under all conditions? 	These 
and many other similar problems must be resolved by consul-
tation with  carriers,  manufacturers and industry representa-
tives prior to and coincident with the preparation of hard-
ware type approval specifications and procedures shown as a 
Work Program item on Chart VI-l. 

(3) Carrier Acceptance Tests 

This involves the final tests, usually undertaken by 
carrier personnel, prior to or coincident with interconnection 
to the network. The basic objective is to assure the integrity 
of the network by appropriate tests to ensure that the equipment 
installed meets the network specifications previously issued by 
the carriers. The tests specified will vary with the equipment 
involved, ranging from tests applied from the exchange testing 
facilities, in the case of relatively common devices (e.g. tele- 
phones) to extensive "on the job" tests of complex customer-owned 
switching systems. Compilation of these test procedures will 
be done basically by the carriers. However, to the extent 
practical, uniformity of , application and requirements should 

be the objective of the work program. 

• • • 	9- 
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(4) Traffic Load Control or Availability of Facilities  

This is the continuing problem of relating calling rates 
and average holding times to the availability of facilities. 
The bases of measuring calling rates are the number of 
lines (or extensions on a multi-station system), the average 
number of calls per hour  and the average holding time 
(duration of call). The study, to be meaningful, must be 
taken during the busy hours. In simplified terms, it is 
the technique of relating customer calling rates and usage 
practices to equipment availability. The normal service 
objective (service to costs) is to provide equipment such 
that no more than one call attempt in each 100 calls will 
encounter delay (known as P01 service). 

Traffic load studies are presently conducted by the 
carriers on a pre-determined schedule to ensure that equipment 
and loads remain in balance, e.g. if a PABX study indicates 
"all trunks busy" with any degree of consistency during the 
busy hour, the customer is informed and requested to arrange 
for additional trunks. In a competitive environment load 
control procedures can become controversial. In Great Britain 
charts showing maximum loads allowable for each approved PBX - 
PABX installation are prepared and the customer must agree 
in his contract to purchase additional facilities when the 
maximum allowable.levels are reached. Traffic load studies, 
interpretations and remédiai measures are complicated processes 
little known to entrepreneurs. The question of how this 
essential contribution to good service will continue to 
function effectively under competition is another task 
of the Phase II program. 

Another aspect of the problem concerns the degree 
of access to the network afforded to various types of 
individual services. Some services are offered at reduced 
rates to compensate for a limited level of service. This 
is exemplified by rural party-line and mobile services. 
Rural lines are usually lôaded to 8 - 10 subscribers per line. 
This provides these subscribers with a service which is 
less costly but inferior to individual service (the cost 
of which could be prohibitive in some situations). Mobile 
service in some centres is restricted by a scarcity of 
suitable frequencies. This will require a review of the 
spectrum usage including associated tariffs as part of the 
Phase II inquiry. 

• ••• 	10 
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Inspection and Maintenance Practices  

Experience in other countries permitting interconnection 
suggests that maintenance is the major problem associated 
with . the attachment of cnstomer PrOvided equipment .. Failure 
in this - respect can result in aerious degradation' of service, 
gradual at the outset but with rapid . acceleration of problems 
that are difficuit.and costly to control. • ThereHia little 
doubt that customer oWnership  and the  associated divided 
responsibility expands the potential - for po.or maintenance 
and necesaitates careful consideration of,approPriate control. 
The work program onmaintenance will be highly controVersial..: 
There are several p .Oasibilities 'open:' 

(a) insist on  the carriers retaining the reapon-
sibility for maintenance. .Thia involves 
many obvious Pros and cops as essentiallY 
it would Involve-maintenance contradts 
covering a wide range of equipment supplied 

. 	by others, 

(b)' Make.a maintenance contract . mendetory betWeen 
the supplier ,of the equipment and the  cus-
tomer, 

(c) -  enforCes. "strict:.reMOval froM  service  until 
fixed"  concept,. 

(d) leave it entirely the "owners responsibility", and 

(e) other possibilities. 

Reliability  

• Associated with Maintenance is the .question .of the 
reliability of the product under operating ccinditions and. - 
over reasonable time periods, The work prograM will examine 
this aspect of non-carrier owned :equipment-and-evaluate : the. 
need for and the extent of checking and follow up procedures. 

• • • 1 1 
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(5) 	Licensing Policy and Practices  

In 'order to nrotect  the public and to enSure against - 
possible harm to the carriers/ networks, non-carrier nrovided 
equipment must comply. with ,certain .standards  and  be inStalled 
and Maintained ln a proper .fashion.. The question is hOw? 

Phase II of the ongoing inquiry will attempt to resolve 
this question, at least in part, and the role that licensing 
should play in it. Licensing involves at least two dimensions - 
the possible licensing of interconnect companies, and the 
question of whether craftsmen should •be licensed to install 
and maintain equipment. It may also involve studying the 
practicality and feasibility of setting up licensed independent 
laboratories, or some alternative, for the testing and 
certification of ,  equipment to ensure that any equipment which 
is deregulated would comply with the issued interface 
standards. 

There are a number of problems which have to be resolved, 
for instance: 

- what are the criteria that 'must be met by 
prospective interconnect company? 

- what rights should a license permit? 

is more than  one type or class of license 
necessary;' for instanCe,,must an interconnect 
coMpany hold one kind of license if it: 
deals exclusiVely with installation or maintenance 
of non-carrier  equipment, and an:other type if 
only marketing of such equipment is involved? 

- 'should, the rèsponsihility . for licensing .  
. interconnect companies, technicians, and.independent 

testing laboratOrieS he the responsibility of - 
federal or provincial.government or in some cases 
should an . independent organization - be involved. 
Fbr instance,'liCensing of - technicians,côuld bé • 
Performed by the federal or.proVincial evernments, 
by the interconnect industry'itself, or . possibly 
through the unions'. 

...12 
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7 are the services of a qualified professional 
engineer mandatory for the approval:9f 'Certain 
types of specially-designed systems for specific' 
applications? 

who is responsible fur the costs-invoivéd and 
how Should, they•berecoVered? arid. : 

- Who ehouid 'coôrdinate the licensing effort? 

The following plan of action has been developed: 

1. Review the various licensing, procedures now.in  existence' 
in various Countries and those now - emploYed in Canada: 
(e,g. CRTC). 	 • 

2. Solicit suggestions from those who.have sùbmitted briefs 
as - well  as  from 'various levels of governments, and-. 
,interested groups. . 

3. ,Arrange  joint,  federal and provincial working consultations 
and obtain -.essential. agreement on prilirities, methods 
and procedures. 

4. Prepare and'.issue  joint  federal and provincial 'working 
papers as guide-lines to the Participants. 



APPENDIX I; 

FEDERAL • 

The Railway Act provides only for interconnection 
between telephone companies. As such it does not cover 
interconnection of privately provided terminal equipment or 
systems to the public network. Such interconnections are 
controlled by the telephone companies, by regulations which have 
the force of law (5.51 Railway Act) when approved by the 
Canadian Transport Commission and published in the Canada 
Gazette. Rule 9 of Bell Canada's General Regulations provides 
that: 

"The Company's equipment and wiring shall nOt 
be rearranged, disconnected, removed or.otherwise 
interfered with, hot Shall any, equipment, apparatus 
circuit or device which is not provided by the 
Company be connected with, physicailyassociated 
with, attached to or used so.as  to operate in 
conjunction with the company's equipment or. Wiring : 
in any way whether iphysically, by indUctiOn or other- 
wise,'. except where specified in the:Tariffs of the 
Company or  by'special agreement.'. - ." 	. 

In 1967 Bell Canada apPlied for revision  of  its. 	H 
Special Act. At the:hearings'of the .ilouseof-Commons Standing. 

 Committee On  Transport and Communications, the CompanY's'Inter-
connection practices were 'contested on the grounds of being 
discriminatory and inhibiting innovation,; .  Bell Canada's • 
counter arguments referred to. the need foi compàtibinty 
and proper.maintenance of terminal  equipment. After further 
discussions on the financial efféctS that would be caused.by 
permitting the interdonnection Of  non-carrier oWned terminal 
.eqùipment to.thelpublic UetWork, Bell Canada admitted.that it 
should make a case in Public for itS interC6nnection . .pOlftieS., 
The Bell  Canada Act was consequently amended ànd now, Contains 
the following - provisions - : 

5(4)"For the protection of the subscribers of the Company and 
of the public, any equipment, apparatus, line, circuit or 
device not provided by the Company shall only be attached to, 
connected or interconnected with, or used in connection with 
the facilities of the Company in conformity with such reasonable 
requirement as may be prescribed by the Company. 

5(5) The Canadian Transport Commission may determine as 

• • • 
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questions of fact, whether or not any requirements prescribed 
by the Company under subsection (4) are reasonable and may 
disallow any such requirements as it considers unreasonable 
or contrary to the public interest and may require the Company 
to substitute requirements satisfactory to the Canadian Transport 
Commission in lieu thereof or prescribe other requirements in 
lieu of any requirements so disallowed. 

• 5(6) Any person who is affected by any requirements .  prescribed 
by the Company under subsection (4) of this section •may apply 
to the Canadian Transport Commission to determine the reasonable-
ness of such requirement having regard to the public interest* 
and the effect such attachment, connection or interconnection , 
is likely to have on the cost and •value -  of the Service'to the 

•subscribers." 	 • 

In the case of. Perception Industries, Bell Canada 
refused to install and connect a privately purchased tele-
phone system, and invited Perception Industries to have CTC 
determine if such a refusal was "unreasonable". Perception 
Industries had the system installed by other than Bell Canada 
personnel with direct connection to Bell lines. Bell Canada 
disconnected the service, whereupon Perception Industries 
commenced proceedings in the Supreme Court of Ontario, claiming 
an injunction directing Bell Canada to reconnect its lines 
and seeking damages for breach of contract. Bell's position 
was that it did not permit interconnection since "the telephone 
needs of Perception Industries are of a type regularly supplied 
by this company" and that the action should be dismissed since 
only CTC has jurisdiction to determine the reasonableness of 
its requirements. An ex parte injunction was pronounced 
directing Bell Canada to restore service and giving Bell the 
opportunity to inspect the installation. The inspection found 
the installation acceptable and Bell now maintains the equip-
ment pending the final outcome. 

PROVINCIAL  

Newfoundland  

Provisions prohibiting foreign attachments- are cOntained 
in the Newfoundland Telephone Acts as follows. 
Section 12 of the-Act . of 1938 states; 

) "no petson, except with the permission of the 
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Company- in writing, shall connect.or suffer to - 
be. connected directly or indirectly With - any 
telephone.  work Or works.of the Company, any  
telephone lines, transmitter, receiver or 	- 
other equipment, apparatus or.fitting,..which 
is not the property of or supplied-by  the  Company; 
and in'any.  case pther than 'a .case  of emergendy. 
suéh cOnneçtion . . . shall be made by or. 	• 
under the supervision of a'n .  emPloyee of the Company". 

There is a penalty for each offence, on summary conviction, 
not exceeding 25 dollars or imprisonment for a period not 
exceeding 14 days on non—payment of the penalty. 

2) • Under the AMending Act of 1943, which provided 
specifically for the 'establishment of A telephoneservice at . 
Bay. of Islands and vicini,ty, Section 1.8 repeated the 
prohibition contained in the Act of 1938. 

'Nova Scotia 

Section 28 of the Act of 1910, incorporating the 
Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company Ltd., provided that 

."No person shall lay or cause to be,  laid, anY• 
çonduct6r, which Shall communicate.with . .any . : 
'conductor belonging to. the CoMPany, or in:any 
'way obtain,.utilize or  use the wires or 	• 
electric current or service of the said --  . 
Company  or attach any instrument or  apparatus 
to.any condùgtor - Or.instrumeat without 'the - . , 
consent thereto of the Company".. 

Section 29 provides a penalty of one hiindreddollars for -
such an- offence and.à . further sue of :forty . .dollars .per day 
during which such communication is continued. 

New Brunswick  

Nil 

Prince Edward Island  

Nil 



Quebec  

Nil 

Ontario  

• • There is  no provision that specifically prohibits .  
• îoreign . attachments, hut Section 110  of the Ontario  Telephone 
Act contains  the followingl 

"Every person who uses ,or interferes with  or 
 permits to he used any telephone instrument, 

wiring or other equipment so as to injure 
or damage it or prevent proper use of the 	. 
circuit . 	. is guilty of an offence . 

Manitoba  

Under the Manitoba Telephone Act, Section - 36 provides. . 
that the Manitoba Telephone  Commission maY.prohibit any attachment 
or device being fixed to any telephone.equipment of the 	- • - 

'Commission if, in . the_opinion of the Commission, Such . attach-
ment or device will 'injuriously affect the télephOne eqUipment 
Or the operating efficiency of the telephone,lines or 

• equipment. 

Section 37 provides that the recording of messages. 
transmitted along, -over or through - the lines of. the system 	• 
of the Commission ià prohibited except 1Y means of s,recorder-. 
connector:equipment SupPlied by the Commission  and which iS 
connected so as to.émit a signal when a . message ià]being 
récOrded. 

No person other than employees of the Commission for 
service reasons or purposes, shall use'any equipment device, 
apparatus, or contrivance for intercepting and listening to .  
messages passing along, over or thrOugh .  the lines or -wires 
of the Commission, whether by direct .  connection,-induction - 
or by any. -other means. 

Saskatchewan  

Nil 

•••'• 	5 
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Alberta 

Under Section 21, of the Alberta Government Telephone 

1) "No person shall fix to any telephone . 
equipment of the Commission anyHattach- - 	- 
ment or device intended to be used 	• 
therewith, that will injuriously•afféct 
the telephone equipment or the operating 	. • 
efficiency of the. telephonelines or . 

- equipment or endanger the safety  of  
workmen". 

2) "Any such attachment or device  as  is 
mentioned  In subSection (1) shall, for 
the purp6ses- . of this seetion,:be conr 
sidered toqIe fixed to the telephôàè equip-7 ' 
ment if it is attached or fixed thereto 

, or placed on, over, under or adjacent 
,to any such equipment .  In'Such à manner 
as to he able to be used in -connection 	. 
therewith.' 

Section 22 provides for a person - to - connect'recorder-
connecting' equipment supplied by the Commission to  enable  the  
use of a subscriber's.recordé.Which shall'be So conneeted 
that.an audible signal Is emitted >  when à message  is being 
recorded. 

.Section 23 prohibits the use of intereepting- :and taping 
.devices except by:employees  of. the Commission for  service,. 
reasons or for telephone answering services approved by the - 
Commission. 

British Columbia  

Nil 
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